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GUST 13, 1958
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

Largest
Ciroulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

United Press

Lung Cancer Is
Low In Calloway

1ER

1ALE

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Murra , K
Thursday Afternoon, AL
...T.11st 14, 1958
Lions Hold Meeting
Tuesday Night

Nationalists
Claim First
kir Victory

The Lions Club met Tuesday
night at the Murray Woman's
Club House for their regular
meeting.
Ty Holland, dean of high
school coacbes, etersented t ft e
program giving his predictions
and preview of the Murray High
School football team for '58.
Holland also presented the
school's coaching staff w hich
consists of Robert _Guilt lef_Segy
Ii Alexanderand Dub Russell.
A new member, Pete Purdom
was presented with a pin by
Yandal Wrather. Red Hale had
as his guest, Tom Krupa, Forrest
Riddle his son Chess and Randall
Patterson brought 011ie Montgomery.

Magazine Sales
People Held In
County Jail

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol.

LXX1X No. 193

KLM Constellation
Crashes In Atlantic

In a hearing held in the counts
TAIPEI (UPI) — The Chinese
judge's office this morning. Mr.
Nationalists, scoring their first
and Mrs. D. D. Simpson of Ranair victory .in more than two
kine, Miss. were charged with
SHANNON.
. Ireland_Wet)
ithelaadown-se-lettststrivlbg confederations with per- A KLM 'Royal Dutch Airlines
and probably three Russian-made
sons who had taken property of Superconstellation with 99 perMigs over the Formosa Strait
others with the purpose of con- sons aboard, includin
today. it was announced here.
g at ieast
verting that property to their 46 America
A Nationalist jet did not return
ns, crashed into the
own
use
from the dogfight 14 miles south
stormy north Atlantic today on
'SHANNON, Ireland (UPI) — northeast of Gamer and 700
Mrs. Rosemary Parker of Se- Nicht from Amsterdam to New
of the Matsu Islands, officially
dalia, Mo., waived examining York. A French fishing vessel A KLM Super conseiletion with miles west of Shandon — keen
becaose it was crippled by eentrial and a fourth person, Lee reported it had spotted survivor 99 persons aboard crashed into Which he would make another
gine failure." Search craft found
s
the Asian ic Ocean today on a radio Check at about 2:51 a.m.
McCoy, also. of oSedalia, was on a life raft.
no trace of the missing jet.
charged when he admitted that
flight from Amsterdam to New
An Air Force spokesman said
But there was only silence
he was also connected.with
York.
n af a U.S. destroyer
Simpsons. The bond of the four
Officials if the KLM Royal -affer that, and a vast internaescort saw "at least two" Red
_aut -ato--44-4041--esele- T
-Dakota.-- Airlinetio—eremeeeled-o that tional...air_ and sSee Search_ effort
flames-. --A -third I
rr
iral
pest bonds
stifie-lere
—c-Tiage
--R a plane sighted "trttirWrirgr
ffight
held in Calloway County Jail.
formation" when it returned to'
130 miles weet of Shannon was this morning.
8.2 per cent.
of
The Simpsons and Mrs. Parker
theirs. They feared the death
Throughout the country, 13.0 The Red-held mainland,
i
.The first to night the wrsekwere arrested yesterday afterper cent of all cancer mortality spokesman said.
ton was heavy.
age was the pilot of a BritIsh
noon
after
Authorit
they
the
ative
appeare
Chinese
d
at
was
due
the
sources ,
Several aamerican passengers Overseas
to lung cancer. In the
The annual Calloway County
Airways Corporation
home of J. H. Rogers of Lynn I)
•
were aboard the aircraft, witecti plane en route
Junior Dairy Show will be held State of Kentucky the ratio was said flatly three Communist
front London.
Grove
planes
and
sold
were
him
-7.30
11.1
destroye
per cent.
worth
d in the
left Shannon Airport at 4:05
this Saturday on the Murray
He promptly radioed that his
ASHLAND, Wis. (UPI) — An of magazine subscriptions. Mr.
Once again, a controversy rages dogfight.
State College Campus at 900.
am. toolse (11:05 p. m e.da.) radar had picked up spots that
Eight Migs tangled with seven Air Force captain preparing for Rogers stated in court this mornWednesday night heeded for he tit/fought might
jOnly members of the 4-H club over the reported link between
be wreckage.
U.S.-made Sabrejets in the third a spsce exploration flight and ing that Mrs. Parker and Mrs.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Con- G a erdei. Newfounctland.
FFA . are eligible to show cigarette smoking and canter.
The RAF Shackleton sped to
Simpson
his
air
battle
appeare
civilian
reported
d
at his house gress expected to crack
.instructor were hosThe NIS declares the study
so far in
animals in this yearly event.
The
Brrtish
Aar,
Ministry
said
its
adthe scene and reported seeing
about 3:00 p.m. and tried to sell
• The judging will take place -adds farther to the growing Nationalist China's "vest pocket pitalized today with serious injournment logjam today after a the 9hacideton
wench
plane boches and wreckage in t h e
him some magazines. He explainon the campus and will begin weight of evidence that there war." The Communists shot down juries received when their open
farm bill agreement which . one whir& spotted the wreckage was water.
is a high degree of statistical two Nationalist planes in one gondola balloon crashed in a ed that he did not want any Democratic leader
at 10:00 Saturday morning.
said adverted directing ships to the otette.
magazines because he did not do
There will be $225 in prile asseciation between lung cancel earlier encounter, arid the Red pasture. _
a seseton-end Southern filitattetKIM announced that most of
KIM officials said there were
muchlire
ading.
C
apt
Mrs Simpson then
Grover D. Schock, 32,
money awarded at the show this and heavy and prolonged ciga- radio said today they damaged
ed.
99 passengera — including 83 the passengers were not Dutch.
two more in a clash Wednesday. Galesburg: Ill., who was making stated thai she knew Ma daughrette smoking."
year.
Assistant
Senate
Democratic aduks, five children and three A spokesman said they belonged
Communist artillery emplaced his first balloon flight, and Otto ter-in-law, Mrs. Glen Rogers, and
It adds, however: "It is obvious
The rasrules for the show aState
that she wanted a certain maga- leader Mike Mansfield (Mos.) babies — and a crew of elide to "at leas*, 10 differeM nationthat all animals must be register- that heavy smoking is not the opposite the Quemoy Islands, at Winzen, Minneapolis, developer
said Southern Derrscxeats -had on the Super-conteklation whieh alkties."
list of the balloon, were returning zine which he ohould buy for a-boot
ed in the names of the 4-H and sole cause. Lung cancer also the other end of the N
decided to stay until hell dasappeared
between Shannon,
to earth after a test flight Wed- her.
KIM
headquarters in The
FAA members showing them, and occurs among those who do not outpost chain, lobbed
Mrs. Simpson then explained, froze over" in order to get a Ireland, and Gander, Newfoundexplosive shells onto the
lands nesday night when the gondola
elFh entry must be certified tsy smoke..."
Hague said that the crew consatisfac
land,
tory
oncoterm
gn
Anistef
den-to-New
price support
The cigarette industry vehe- early today, the defense ministry plunged about 125 feet to the according to Rogers that the
the County Agent or agriculture
sisted of the captain, two co.
money was going' to children trill when the farm bill com- York flight.
ground near Lake Superior.
mently challenges such findings. announced
agent.
pitebs, c)he radio operator, two
promise
was agreed on.
who had been stricken with
Schock
was
reported
KLM
Royal
takes
It
the
in
position
Dutch
Airlines
that
serious
there
All animals not halter broken
stewards, one stewardess and
The farm bill being rushed announced officiall
to
polio
Mr.
critical
Rogers
conditio
bought
no
is
n
conclusi
three
today
ve
evidenc
that
y
there
at
e of a
arid fitted for the show will
cne flight engineer.
St. Joseph's Hospital here with subscriptions which he payed for througti the House today is the were sat least 35 Americans
automatically be paced in the clinical nature to support the
"real
with
key
a
possible
$7.30
to
leg
check.
and
adeourre
nerit,"
internal
claim
'The radar - sigtaing of the
that
smoking
aboard
injuries.
is a health
the Super ornoiskation
"white ribbon" or fair group.
Later, his son, Glen Rogers. Minefield said in an interview. that cradled
leaven was in serious condition
menace.
wreckage by the BOAC pilot
ThLs decision will be. made
Aabanhc
the
in
off
Soy
with a broken arm, leto broken became suspicious and went to "This breaks the•legjarn."
lasCalloway County. the PliS
'vas apparently the first detintte
the arida cake today.
jattiges. Only females srs
Lyfia Grove where he learned
riSs and back injuries.
The new bill; agreed to by
zrd airiest ;tie
eligible to he shown. These show- repion. shows, the number of
iikne's
pike made his net
plane
Sctierck was to have been seal- that the check had been cashed Dearreerattc a n d administration routine
ing rime. have owned the animals deaths due to cancer in all its
radio careen with Shan- !since its last contact with Shanfor
ed
$73
in
and
a
farm
not
pressuri
leaders
for
zed
$7.30.
form
gondola
Wednesday, would non at llate p.m. 54.5. Wiodises- non. Officials at first thought
was lower, in proportion
Frisave July 1, 19611.
Glen called Sheriff Cohen heed off atheduleci cuts in
day for a solo balloon flight
"erseys, guernseys and hot- to population, than in most parts
cot- ctriy night, 35 Minutes after he sursagxes megit have caused a
Stubblef
20
miles
ield,
above
who
ton
and
with
the
earth under
his wife,
rice planting aillertmenta. had taken off from the Irish rade) blackout that prevented
stems will show in separate of the United States during the
rushed
conditio
to
ns
Lynn
It
stimulat
Grove
ale,
ing those of
in search
year.
would allow cuts in price airport follavaing a routine
classes.
atop- the Dutcti pirot from further
a manned, space trip. The ex- of the women. The two were support floors to 65 per
The rate, among local residents,
The animals will 14 judged
communication. '
cent of
found
periment
at
al
the
flight
home of Allen party for corn next pear, for
was designed
was 129 such deaths per 100.000'
on the Danish system. Very g
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Aker that there was aething
Masers
to
test
trying
human
to
make a maga- rice in 1961, and for oiliest)
A Pan American Airways carpopulation, as compared with 147
reactions to space
or blue ribbon 13X), good
in but silence. Air officials said
or
zine sale. They were arrested 1962
Navy incEerted tods.y the new exploration.
plane reported at 908 am.
per 100.000 for the nation.
red ribbon (2X), and fair
the
KLM
aircraft
prubably
hit
or
i
and
brought
Spokesm
en said it would be
back to Murray.
that is, had picked up an SOS
It was higher. however, than submarine route under the North
'Hopes Senate Will Agree
white ribbon (X).
violent
a
wind
and
rain
squall
The
several
$73
was
weeks before another
found in an enat a point approximately 450
The Senate already has pas- shortly
4-H and PTA will show separ- the State of Kentucky rate, 127 Pole may be blocked by shifting
after leaving Shannon.
man could be readied for the velope in the possession of one sed a
ice pant of the year.
miles east of Gander
ately for showmanship only. Pre- per 100,C00.
farm bill cutting corn arid
The
plane
left
Shannon
Airof
the
planned
women.
flight.
"The entrance to the Barrow
vious showmanship winner will
cotton supports even more deep- port
at 11:05 pan Wednesday
When the Stubblefields were
for Force officials said Schock
In New York, a KLM official
sea valley, leading from °oust
t
ly. But Speaker Sam Rayburn night and
ineligible to compete again
was due in Gander said the Super - Constellation
taking
and
the two into the Calloway
Winzen were approaching a
Barrow, Alaska. into the true
thTs year,
today The pilot carried several ineastable rubCounty Court House, Simpson, (D-Tex.) said he was hopeful at 7:15 am
Eight classes of animals will
Arctic basin, is only bur or landing in strong winds after
the Senate would agree to the made a
resit ine radio contact ber life rafts and Other survival
about 12 hours aloft when some- who was sitting on a bench on
be shown . in this year's show.
five miles wide and very rethe East side of the court house, House bill rather than insiat on with Shannon at 11:40 p.m. e.d.t. gear 'for use in the event of a
thing went wrong.
A Junior, Senior and Grand
strictive." the navy slid in reply
a conferenrce to work oue a new when
the plane was approxi- crash at sea. He said the rafts
Observers saw the balloonists approached the four and explainChampion will be selected from
to quesesons 'posed by United
mately 200 miles west of the were equipped with food,. water
frantic:airy dropping ballast and ed that he was the husband of custarromise.
the .slue ribbon winners in the
Press Internetional.
The
House
also
was
skated to Irish airport.
apparently trying to steer the Mrs. Simpson. He was quickly
arid a portable radio for sending
various classes.
"During
vote today on twia-hig and earnthe
Arctic
writer gondola into the lake
The US. Coast Guerd in New emergency mesaages. He added
to soften arrested.
The rules also require that
this 'lead' would be more dif- the
',heated
bills
to
overhaul excise York said She pilot
McCoy was arrested by Murray
shock of the crash when
the animals be tested for
tOld the that the plane had an adequate
ficult to penetrate due to shift- It bit
tuberground about a half-mile City Police this morning at a and income taxes to give some Shannon control tower at that number of Pife jackets aboard
culosis and brucellosis 3 to 4
ing ice candeflons."
relief
to
emelt busidessmen, dis- time he was heading for
from the water.
local service station where he
a paint and each passenger had been
days prior to the show.
Dr. H. Franklin ,Paschall, of the
The Navy did not answer diGordon Shefchik, an Ashland came to pick up his car after tillers and various others at a in the ocean 55 degrees north instructed in
glilton Walston is the chairma First Baptist Church. Nashville, rectly a question
their use before
cost
n
of about 300 mintein dollars and 30 degrees
whether the fireman and member of the
west-850 miles takeoff
el the committee in charge
Civil it had been serviced. The police
of Tenn will be the evangelist in a USS Nautilus, prior .0 its suc- Air Patrol who
a year in federal revenue.
had
received
a
call
was
stating
that
tracking
the show. Other committee mem- revival meetteg to be held. at cessful
voyage under 'he North the peppermint-stripped
The legislation. agreed on by
balloon, a man who was in the magazine
bers are John Faughn and Car- First Baptist 'Church. Paris, Tenn. Pole
Aug. 3, had been turned said the balloonists
selling
business
had
'left
were about
his car Senate-House condereets Wednesman Parks.
August 18-24. Dr. Paschall. son of back in a previous
attempt by 125 feet from the ground when yesterday and was to pick it day night, would increta.se taxes
Ribbons for the show will be Mr. and Mrs: C. T. Paachall of an
liestoatorhick wall of ice. the gondola became
separated up this morning. Two officers on certain ether groups, howfurnished by the Calloway Coun- near Hazel, was farinerly pastor
Such reports originated in let- from balloon. The gondola
thlutsands s_ of
pare- were waiting for him when he ever. including
ty Farm Bureau. Sponsors liar of First Baptist Church of Bowls
ere biome by ormernen rit the cheer opened partially a
few arrived at the station. It was
the show witrbe the Ryan Milk ing Green and the Hazel Baptist
nuelear-powered sulxnarine.
later
feet
learned
above
Congress
the
imial tax experts prethat he was conground
Company. the Peoples Bank and Church.
nected with the other three sales- dicated
Picked With Care •
President - Eisenhower
the Bank of Murray.
Dr., Forrest N. lieeren of Louispeople.
.But the ' Navy made it clear
would sign both
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A Vogt, has neeler been flight testville will be the singer for this
the time for She Naititeitrs' sucAccording to Mrs. Parker, the
'Fight On Labor Bill
top Air Force general said today ed.
meeting. Dr Heeren is Dean of
four work for the National
ceseful voyage was selected with
A partisan battle was ita pros- the United States has a "50-50"
the School of Sacred Music, SouHe said- in an interview the
Literary League Book Company pect in the House
care.
Labor Com- chance of blasting an inetru- third stage has received innumthern Baptist Theological Semiof
Jackson
, Miss. However, when mittee where Republicans
The
USS
Skate
became
the
ment-oa
rrying
nary.
robot to the vi- erable ground tests and is -a
were
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Tabers left Simpson called the company this ready to
second
nuclear submarine to
pueh for their new cinity of She moon in the first goad rocket."
Services will be held each even
this morning for Nashville, Tenn.. morning. they stated that
cruise
vermin
under
of
the
they
the
North
Senate
knar-pr
Pole to see
ing, Monday through Friday, at
- passed
obe launching expected
The fire two stages of the
their new grandson born would not send a lawyer or any Kennedy-Ives
Osbert reform bill. next week.
7:45 Sunday services will be at Monday while exploring under- Wednesd
lunar rocket are the Air tomes
ay, August 14th in a other type of help for the four.
sea
'motes
The
beneath
GOP
-backed
the
lie cap.
10:55 a m. and 7:45 p.m. There
proposal and
Thor-Able, stitch has carried
Simpson stated in court that the Senate
Lt. Gen. Samuel E. Anderson,
The Navy said the Nautilus Nashville hospital. The new baby,
measure both woule
will be morning services Tueriday
two apaceetravelling mice cn
named Gerald Keith. was txon to he had been with the compan
centsmat
sailed
xler
of
from
y
the
Air
provide.
Researc
Seattle, 1.0141., last
tsaateguardis for union
h 6.000-mile journey
through Friday at 7:00 a.m. There
s int o the
June 8 to explore ice cone:Wiens Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tabers and for about six years and that he funds and democratic elections and Development Command,
will be no services Saturday.
.
South AtlanTic.
weighed eight pounds and nine was the district sales manager.
'and make 'preliminary under-ice
But the Republican bid is tough- gave his fire evakia4ion of the
ounces.
The other three stated that they er.
In Airless Space
OsONDON (UPI) — Western
excursions in the Bering Straits
Dimmersetic supporters were lunar rocket mounted at Cape
Gerald is a student at the had been with the company only
Europe today welcomed Presides
The instrumented robot jourend Chucidhee Sea "to determine
prepared to fight in the com- Canaveral. Fla.
(Continued on Back Page)
a short time.
Eisenhower's peace plan as a
Roy W. Jennison, director of ney to the moon would be 226,feaeibility ef a cruise all the
mittee. for the Kennedy Ives
realistic approach toward -solving
the Pereeven's Advanced R - 000 miles. and would take at
way acres the polar basin."
the chronic ec000mic and politi"Fogowing" these preliminary
Regardless of what happened sea rch Projects Agency, p r e - least two days. But orrly a small
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Divellaiss
cal problems in the turbulent rerturned Wednesday to Murray irweetigathore, Nautilus
viouely had estimated the ctiance amount of additional power is
in the committee, it began
returned
to
Middle East.
appear that - Speaker Rayburn of success in the first Sanaa required because the 60-pound
from a teas to Montreal, Canada to snake the first visit of a nuOfficial British sources said the Where they visited Mr.
might cull up the Kennedy-Ives shot at "no better than on in robot would be moving in airand Mrs. clear - tainvered submarine to
plan had the complete support Bab Moyer, farmer resident
less space.
ten."
bill directly for a floor
s ef Pearl Harbor. While the seep
vote
of the government of Prime Murray.
Scientists familiar with I h e
was in Pearl Harbor. July 23,
Monday.
(Continued on Back Page)
However,. Johnson's estimate project said that if the
Their trip Was a c'ombin-a'tion for the fire trans-polar crosslunar
applied to a different degree of rocket cannot be fired
business and Pleasure one. While ir.g."
shortly
UNITED
NATIONS. N. Y. to gri into details of these plans
success. In the achievement he alter 8 a.m. Sunday.
Seeks Endurance Record
n Canada Mr. Divelbisa worked
then it
(UPI) —British' Foreign Secre- at this stage.
spoke of, the radio-equipped ru- Might be fired
The Navy said security would tary Selwyn Lloyd gave full
for two weeks in the Canadian
shortly after
-One of the advantages of our
nt
would
pass
at
beast once 9. JIM., edit., Monday. shortly
not permit releasing information sampert today to Presiden
Tappan Plant.
t Ei- meeting here as that we have
around the moon and would alter 10 a.m., e.d.t., Tuesday
Among the cities they visited concerning "conclusions as to senhower's six-want peace Oen the importun
, or
ity of private contranserif
t
to earth a peeture of strertly after 11 am. WednesMEMPHIS, Tenn (UPI) —Mrs.
included Quebec City,St. Agatha the practicability of a ti ans- for the Middle East and called sultation and
discussion,"
he
the
moon's far side Which has day'.
paler submarine cruise at any for private talks at the
Vernon Presley, 42, mother of
and St. Anna De Beaupre.
United said.
If the shot cannot be made
rock and roll entertainer Elvis never been seen.
Mrs. Divelbos was present at given time of year."
Notions to arrange details.
Lleydi put forth his views as
No Date Set
at any of those times, then tne
Meantime, the Navy annour.c.
Windsor Station When Princess
Eieenherwer prsposed a do-it- U. N. Secretary General Dag Presley, died in a Memphis hosNo date has been anserunced lunar launching must
pital early" today, apparently of
Margaret arrived for her state eel Wednesday the atotnie sub- yourself economic program
be poston Hamrearsikjold's peace - making
for the latendhing, but informed poned unite mid-Sep
a heart attack.
marine Seawelf was conducting Wednesday for the Arab
terebar.
S.
\
z/und
world. role was aesurneng increasing
sources
said
Wednesd
ay
Her
The
the
husband was at her side
Defense Department, in a
loroute "they
visited
Lake senvironmental atmerotheric con- He suggeeed establaehment of a impoetanee. There was belief
when she died, but Elvis was at blastoff could occur as early as fomsal staeerrient commenting on
Placid and the St. Laurence trol tests" in the Atlantic that UN. standby peace force and that
the entire problem might his $100,000
8
a.m..
exit.,
Sunday.
the reports, confirmed there are
mansion "Graceland"
Os as liweat Kt n'ucky - Feely Seaway and other points of in- will keep it submerged for lor.g emilhasized the need for action eventually
be turned over to in suburban Whiteha
Anderson, who is ,the Air only four days in each month
ven.
cliaidy, warm and humid today, terest. One of the highlights of periods of time.
in the world nreameation to him. This teak would include
Force's
overall
boss for both and only a few minutes in each
Elvis has been here on an
It hinted the Seawolf may safeguard Lebanon and Jordan. helping set up
toruest and Friday with only a the trip was attending a night
an economic de- emergency leave since
Tuesday Cape Canaveral and the Ballistic ad ahose days. when the relative
Plight chance of thundershowers. season of She Canadian Parlia- break the previous submerged
Lloyd told the General Assem- velopment
prganizattrion
a n d night, shortly after Mrs. Presley Missiles Coin/nand at Inglewood. ,positions of the
earth and moon
He today 88 to 93. Low 'tonight ment. A tour through Greenfeld endurance record of 31 days, bly's emergency session today he forming a U.N. peace force
for was admitted to the hospital for Calif., diseourned the fact the will
permit
a
lunar
five hours, held by the Skate.
probe
TO to 75 High Friday- near 90. 'village completed the trip.
thought it would be "unwise"
(Continued on Back Page)
treatment of a liver ailment,
100-foot lunar
rocket's
third launching.
(Special to the Ledger
Tutees)
NEW YORK — How serious
: problem is lung cancer in
4eWa3# Cooley? Hew marry
local residents die -annually because of it? How does the local
rate compare with that in other
sections?
New facts and figures, throw-
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Junior Dairy
%ow Set For
atur ay

Sale '1.99
Sale '2.49 •
Sale '2.99
'
Sale '3.49
Sale '3.99
Sale '4.49
Sale '4.98
Sale '5.49

ing some light on the subject,
have just been issued by the
U.S. Public Health Service. The
repot rome.. 'clreete-Mesthesiteets
of the agency's announcement
that a study of 200,000 veterans
indicates that the death rate for
smokers is 32 per cent higher
than for non-smokers.
Among residents of Calloway
County, according to the new
vital statistics breakdown, the
number of deaths from cancer
and other malignant growths
=Tie
24- in-the' year enenele
January, 1957.
. tote1, ttrenumber
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ta...,GER at fIM1.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES MAJOR LEAGUE Milwaukee Braves Set Out To Win Pennant By
STANDINGS
Old Methods; Stomping The Cincinnati Reds
PUBLISHED by LEDGER eft TINES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Ina
fon_solidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
Funes-Rerald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1941.

By

JAMES C. WILLIAlast, PUBLISHER

Press International

THUR:

SHOP FOR REAL VALUES

La]

FAMILY SHOE STORE

By FRED DOWN
on Gail Harris' two-run fourth- Gene Woodling led the Orioles'
SOMETHING NEW
United Press International
inning homer. The sweep extend- 10-hit attack with three hits.
It
like
looks
the
Milwaukee
winning
Tigers'
ed
Team
the
Pct.
L
GB
streak to
W
Harry Simpson won the first
Breves are out to win the 1958 five games.
bliawaukee
65 47
580
game for the Athletics with an
National
League
pennant
the
F.ttaburgh
59 52
/
2
532 51
Arnold Purtocarrero won his 11th-inning homer and the White
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1388 San Fran.
58 53
/
2 same way they won the 1957, 12th game for the Orioles who Sox took the nightcap
5n 61
when
Monroe, Nnernphis, Term.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N %neinflag
by
stomping
all over beat
54 56
491 10
St Louis
YOUR FAMILY SHOE HEADQUARTERS
Boston's Frank Sullivan for Billy Goodman singled in the
gee Ave., hicago; 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
Philadelphia 52 57
/
2 the Cincinnati Redlegs.
477 111
the first time in two years. ninth with the bases filled. And even the streaking, mirEntered at the Poet Office, Morray, Kentucky, for transmission as Mimeo
474 12
54 60
acle-hoping Pittsburgh Pirates
Second Class Matter
.464 13
Leis Angeles 51 59
52 61
.460 131
/
2 won't be able to do much about
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per ta ,ek ?Ot, pee Cincinnati
it if the Braves keep knocking
TARGET! TO EAT WELL-FO
month ii5c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3; I; else.
off the Redlegs at a .800-pace.
where, 35 5o
Yesterday's Games
as they've been doing the past
two years.
San Franck's) 11 St. Louis 2
THURSDAY - AUGUST 14. 1958
Pinstrirgh 10 Ptatadelphia 9
The Braves, rocked by two
straight losses in Pittsburgh. reaninvautee 9 Cincinnati 2, lst
turned to the winning track
StIvsaukee 4 Cuscarinan 2. 2nd
Wednesday nigh t when they
i Las Artieles 6 Chicago 3
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
picked on their favorite -cousins"
for 9-2 and 4-2 victories, Trie
New city Hall and Gas Building
$120,000
Today's dames
sweet _built the Braves' lead
Sewer Plant Expansion
$125,000
Miner; at toes Angeles
back to -51 games despite the
New School Buildings
$110,000
St. Louis at San .Francisco
fact the second-place Pirates beat
Milwaukee at Cincinnati. dieit the Philadelphia Phillies. 10-9.
Planning and Zoning Commission with
Only games scheciuJed
and the third-place San FranProfessional .Consultation
cisco Giants drubbed the St.
Louis Cardinals, 11-2. .
Tomorrow's
Games--.
ff4FROVENI-ENT3- -NEEDED
The Braves ripped the Redlegn
COME SEE...
Pittsburgh at
night
( Super Right
apart, 18-4. last season and have
Industrial Expansion
Philadelphia at Milsvaukee. right
a 16-3 edge this year making
YOU'LL
Fancy Thin Sliced
SAVE
Chicago at San Frarreisno, n.ght a two-year domination
Side,ialks, Curbs, Gutters
of 28-7
St. Louis at Los Angeles, 2
AT
A&PI
for .800.
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Sluggers Go To Work
Continued Home Building
Juan Pizarro pitched a sevenLb
Airport For Murray
hitter in the first game for the
Team
W
Pet.
L
GB Braves-and Lew Burdette came
City Auditorium
FRESH FROZEN
New York
73 41
.640
through with a six-hitter in
Chicago
/
2 the nightcap. The_ Braves' longIIII 86 .513 ,141
5 I pbs.
3:x4ton
56S5
505 15% ball sluggers were at work as
Eletre,.:
56 55
505 15t.2 usual crinst Cncinnati etching,
SUPER RIGHTFULLY COO4M-(11-10-1211K1IFit7Whole or-11W)
1evend33
5gJoe A cock blastirig a t ree-run
18
,
OtiCHT FOR TODAY
Baltinurre
52
.473
first-inning.
58
homer
the
opener
in
-19
•
and Ed Mathews and Andy Pafko
'Kansas Cry 49 61
.445 22
Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging,
Lb.
1
2 homering in the nightcap.
'.V.7.41.ngton
49 64
434 23/
7CutS
Rib 490
uper Right
)
and whosoever is deceived thereby is not
1-Lb.
Roberto Clemente and Bill
Wieners Skinless
wise.
Cello
Prov. 20:1.
Mazeruski drove in seven runs
Lb.
Yesterday's Games
Super Right
between them as the Pirates
No one thing has done more to defeat
Westr rtgeon 9 New York 4
stretched their winning streak
Any Slz• Cut
Lb
Etaltinnare 2 Boston 1
highly gifted men.
to seven games - longest for
Kansas City 2 Chicago I, 1st
the club in nine years. Clemente
ICE COLD
C!-..caga 6 Krrnas City 5. 2nd
25-40 lb.
knocked in four runs with homFRESH A&P SEAFOOD
13.er ;it 6 Cleveland 2, 151
ers in •his first two at-bats and
D
.' 3 Cleveland• 2. 2nd
Mazeroski, batting .520 over the
FRESH FROZEN - MED. SIZE
last seven games, dru'Ve in three
with a homer and a single.
WI Zed Press International
Today's Games
Three-run harries-re by -Willie
-BILLiratROSK
" g
- ear York
130/1110117
Lb.
Mays ahd. Valmy Theiman were'
A 520 naning as e•rags over scannas City
at Chacago
the pig 'blows for the Giants
is* las: ,nenett games gives some Detroit
United Preis international
at ek.„.5and
Fine For
who routed Vinegar Bend Mizell
Alta- why Bill _Meweennoin 4S, reDon,
Only game: scheduled
Broiling
Size
'Lb 45c
NATIONAL LEAGUE
with a four-run fifth inning and
garded as the ken Mlb
i
"lived it up" with five_ more
; :he Pittsburgh Pirates' curre•t
Cap'n
11
John
10-0z.
Fresh
White
;.i Payer
AB R
H Pct. drive nn the
Tomorrow's Games
runs in the eighth.
front-running
Or Yellow
Ears
..
Heat 'N Eat.
Pkgs. 7
Dc:'
Out Of Cellar
ki.itrl.:41S
7.: Ashburn
436 70 147 337 • waukee Braves.
Tle
Pirates achieved their l aeveland at Chicago
!". Mtb:ia:
368 54 124 317 •
The Los Angeles Dodgers beat
•
Lbwinning streak in nine wa.ininer.n at Baltizr.ore, night_ the Chicago Cubs,. 6-5, in _the
t: Mglits
439 79 146 333'I longest
FROZEN FOODS
nn__
seven straight. enni a-I Nsw Ynk at Rennin. night
etheir National League
...; Aaron
Jumbo
me
442. 87 144
IO-9 :victory over the Philadel- •
La.59c
8 Size
ASP
in Skinner.
393 74 . IN
when.... pinch-hitter Elmer Salo
.322 prua Phinies Wednesday eight
10-0z.
t•
'
-doubled home Don •- Zimmer' lit
AMERICAN LEAGU-ELarge
Pkgs. J
• and the 21-year old second-base- .
-ta
•.•••••••
the ninth? The victory lifted the
.
8-0z. Ak
„: Player
AS R
1.1 Pct. man contribute/3 two hits that
Dodgers
out of last place into
•Patterson-'
Cans 'I
three runs
• • Runnels
Ea.
' 400 73 •13I .328 dreve
seventh place.
Falsen
•---Elturint the- Pirates' serernsgarrie as'
', r•.-sre 11-01.
n
382 --70 •724
Tjeagtie, -•the
Lb.
Cars 4./‘
j ,qtairrian
Fancy California
32 '96 324 skein. Marereaki - has collected
Washington-n: Senators extended.
1 K actin
k
OP
441 53 - 130 32.1 4 13-hits In 25 at bats and driver •
'tie New -Y6i1- Yankees' "slump"
. Piker
423 70 . 134 317 ! in 1r runs. The son of a Wh •
with a 9-4 drubbinn7h-e Detroit
.ng.
%a_ coal miner. Masi
,
Herne Rune
-Tigers whipped the Cleveland Inis
regarded
as
the
b.
,
Nananal Lnaguet Banks. Cubs I '.'"k
dians. 6-2 and. 3-2, the Banimore
'
n
second baseman in tne
Trsznas. Pirates 29: Anion, L'e'
Orioles shaded the Boston Red
-;r4
tra.1-rSox, 2-1. arid the Chicago White
Braves 25: Mathews Braves 25:
1A alb,, Ptah .=. . . . . _
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American
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Mixed
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InternationalICtiDYel ..
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OCANSIDE. Calif. (UPI)ei
- twi-night doubleheader.
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151i 0:
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CHARLEY ROBERTSON
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H avywe.ght champion F 1 oy d
The Senators, who hadn't beat'1i-.19es 29; Colaintn. Indians- 24.
Tlp Top
16-°5
Beauty
Can
Can 1 O
Pa. ^ ersc,n appears "seoppy" In en Whitey Ford
since
Sept
20,
: Lerry.n. Sensfh.t
,24
United Press International
this 1954. racked him up with five
at
, his sParring session
1American 151 Oz
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Blum -Batted In
Charley Robertson, ihen a right seennern Califarnia beach resort
runs in the eighth inning as
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Beauty-.
C•n
10
Can
4
S
Cuo:nsty
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the Yankees suffered their fourth
98. Theries7IP:rates 38: Alder- White S(n.
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Green
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303
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No.
American
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the 1956 World Series. Roberson
Turnip
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Ot
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'Pitching
...., . was a major leaguer for eight
outs I'm stare I'll be sharp for his third win in the nightcap
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14Si On
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when
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-- Self Service Basement --

•

EWE NISI
ALL GOOD

Sliced Cacon

69g

American League

Robert
Farley Gi
lot.
James
Wisehart
Audie Cl
•Freema
-H. Kopp;
and Beat]
Fred Is
Clure to
Leo J.
McKinne2
and Celia
Rober•
Louise Bo
ner and
Of 2 lots.
•J. V. E
to Claud
Emerson;
S. V.
to Zelna
H. Rumfe
Hoyt

•

Lb.

---(
Stewing Hens
6- )Lb.39c
Semi-Boneless Hams
79'
Loin
E
:
,
,b9.5
Pork Loinn Roast
59`
Slab Bacon
59' Pickled Pig Feet 3 ,Labr 89'
•

rnRLE8

MAJOR LEAGUE
LEADERS

atermelons49!Shrimp

Player of the Day

•

Limes Large

390

Corn

Bartlett Pears Zrfocrr,7.
Honey Dew Melons
Pascal Celery
Green Peppers
Plums

r

nei•

or -outs

49c
19c

79t

Halibut Steaks
Fish Sticks

5,
.
rc_

(Strawber1ies
3
IS 29
Dole Pineapple Juice con.2
29c Dole Pineapple
2

LOOK WHAT 10 WILL BUY AT A & P

/1

A

lston To Be
Dodger Pilot
A,.„(Yaln n a.

-

SERVICE and REPAIR
Ali
BRITT'S GUN SHOP

sts,j

SPEASi

or DISTILLED

VINEGAR'S

12

(5 BL.% 3.89)

C1.05
takei
The
into

r

•

I

lona Peas
10c
Spinach
Whole Beets
Lima Beans
I
lona Hominy
Tomato Juice
BlecaeudtyAmerican
Carrots.
10c
ior,...10CiianOr
Tomato Puree

22 490
Comet Cleanser 2:az
Blue Dot Duzz34C:790
Ivory Snow 34c 79
Zest Soap
2
Duz
79
34(
Oxydol
Blue Cheer 33( 77c
3
Dash Deter:ent
Dreft
Zest :oap

Vegetables
Pinto Beans
•
Kidney Beans
0.:
Beans
10c
Greens
10:
Greens
Potatoes tr,
Pie Crust Mix .7,n.,.....:.°,10°

MILD Cheese
Sweet Milk

47c

aa'44c

PINEAPPLE or
LEMON ME spEaw 39
Caramel Pecan Rolts 11(141,1,51.

37c

Potato Chips

49c l

Spanish Bar Cake "%V.. .spfciAL 29c

SHOP IN COMFORT AT A&P'S AIR- CONDITIONED SUPER MARKET
3rd & Main

•••••

AIR CONDITIONED

•

•
Mt
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LEDSER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Land Transfers

STORE
3

ement
QUARTERS

Roberts to Imogene Lampkins;
lot.
Robert O. Miller to Bernie
John Carrol to Joe W. Parks;
Farley Gardner and Hill Gardner lot.
lot.
Lawrence Rickert and Winifred
James W. Wisehart and Ile Rickert to Kenneth R. Miller and
Diane W. Miller: two lots.....Wisehart to G. E. Wischart an
Edwin Cain to Hazel Mathis
Audie Clotille Wisehart; 2 acres
Snyder and Omer J. Snyder; two
•Freeman Johnson and Alvi
H. Kopperud to H. C. Hughe lots.
Hallie E. Kopperud to Alvin
and Beatrice Hughes; lot.
Fred McClure and May Mc H. Kopperud; lot.
James Mitchell and Jeanne
Clure to Calloway County; lot.
Mitchell to Henry J. Orr and
Leo J. McKinney and Mar
Mayr E. Orr; 2 lots.
McKinney to John Buchana
Alvin H. Kopperud to Hallie
and Celia Buchanan:,2 lots.
, Robert Keith Barr and Murie1 E. Kopperud; lot.
Louise Barr to Edward F. Brun
James Vance and Edna Vance
ner and Eileen D. Brunner; par
to Buford L. Winchester and
Of 2 lots.
•J. V. Darnell and Iva Darnel1 Lillie Winchester; 44 acres in two
tracts.
to Claud Emerson and Rhod
Emerson; 2 acres.
Gustie Sinney and Elvie Sinney
S. V. Foy and Mary Lou Fo
to Hampton Boggess and Doris
to Zelna R. Rumfelt nad Glena Jena Boggess;
lot.
H. Rumfelt: lot.
Era Miller and Vera Miller to
Hoyt Roberts and.. Minnie hi James C. Mitchell
and Jeanne

Mitchell; lot.
Josiah Darnell to Robert 0.
Miller; lot.
Robert 0. Miller to Josiah Darnell and Lucinda Darnell; lot.
Jane Futrell to Ethel Hargis;
By JACK CUDDYY
lot.
E. C. Miller and Roberta Miller
United Press International
to Jane Futrell; two lots.
LOS ANGELES (UPL) —
Robert E. Thornburg and Mar- Coach Crouck Dressen said
toguerite M. Thornburg to J. N. day, "beheve the club's
reapReed and. Erin Reed; lot.
pointment of Walt Almon may
boost the Dodgers into the first
division, at least, this season."
WERE THEY SURPRISED!
Dressers, whom many spoits
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (UPI) writers had tgured as the immediate successor to Manager
—The sheriff's office here reAlston, added, "Of course, it will
ceived a call Wednesday from
Brown County Sheriff Ray Mas- be a touch pull—but the boast
ters, saying he was holding one
of their prisoners 125 miles away.
The Johnson City authorities
admitted they didn't know the
man had escaped.

Today's Sports
Parade

the axe.
Reporters Surprised
And when general manager
Buzzie Haves', after announcing
changes in the playing hours of
three games, said that in view
of the Dodgers'atrodous" 9-3
beating by the Clubs Tuesday
night, it was time to decide who
will manage the club—the sports
When the large band of sports writers were sure of the axewriters entered the suite at the whiz.
Statler Hotel Wednesday a n d
Then
Bavasi surprised
the
law Chuck in the natty blue- news men by stating:"My
choice
serge suet, White collar and tie is Watt A/5'ton, and
always has
on one side or the 'conference been. And he wants
his coaches
room and gray-suited Alston in to continue with him next spaWhite sports sweater on t h e son. He and the coaches
will be
other side — they thought for back in the '59 season."
sure they heard the whizzing of
No new Contract had been

1-Lb. c9c
Cello

3 89,
ClOSSJ9 OF THE MOON-This graphic photo of the moon wad
taken from the U. S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D. C.
The United States is planning to try and send a satellitá
into orbit around the moon, during the end of this month.
-

SIZE

79c*11 10-0z
Pkga

-immesemeemo,

gives you a personal-word
guarantee

•

6 Oz.

L cans

MI 0

It

Sina,

pot *11

41_

Cake Mixes_ 2 55'
Bwces

Sunny Fresh Hunt's Choice

2 'canz.
. 43c

t.

•

WIN FREE s25 McegtilAicl afitse

49' Rye & Onion Buns

2'd
Pigs 39*

39,

Grade A
Small

Club

Kreger One Day Doted Blossom Fresh
roll
lb.

Butter ___
Fluffy Fresh, Sweet or Buttermilk Dixie Pride

.

63' Bread
Kroger Pineapple-Grapefruit

2 „n 1 Q.

Biscuits
PlIt Perfect Results

Pillsbury

Flour

5 Z,49'

Juice

• ed.

Cadd

29C

a•
•

-9-Oz-10°

Ctn.

vs110_ *;

Sugar-Cured. Hickory Smoked

pet_
&FIG

•SPECIAL

29c

First
Cuts

Kroger- Ground Fresh Hourly From Pure, Lean

Ground Beef

Lb

Beef
lb

Boiling Beef

P
~MO4
New Fall Coats

Fall Showing
Samples

VIARKET

IIRRAY
RIVE -IN THEATRE

"ABBOT & COSTELLO
MEET THE MUMMY"

Always A
Color Cartoon
Mark Stevens in
"GUN FEVER"

lb.

29' Breaded Shrimp

-

lb

49'

ERN

-

Fryer
Parts

Breasts . . lb. lk
Logs . . . . IS.. ilk

psi.

Thighs . . . lb. Ise
Wings . ... lb. 354

Lettuce --

DEL

dr

1101111RAMe..4
TICIIMOOtOlts

Home-Grown

2 larbeads
"29'
Peppers --

-

Golden Ripe

Bananas

New Green

2 lb.29

Cabbage

lb

i••••41:13SPED AVISIS

•

to oz. c941

Potatoes 10g39`
Head

549.95 Values
only
$2900

57' Beef Liver

Hearty, Delicious U. S. No. 1 All-Purpose White

SUNDAY.MONDAY

$59.95 Values
only
$3900

Young And Tender

Tasty Large

VVeek End Specials

U SAT., AUC.1)

g) It $145
L pkg

Flavor Packed Kroger

(By The Piece)

FRI.
SAT.

LbA5C

55' Sliced Bacon

Kroger C 111

Bologna

C

Fancy

Choice
Cuts

Crispy-Fresh Kwick Krlsp

Slab Bacon

R,E,Gc.

12.'32.
• lot

Delicious! ! U. S. Government Graded and Inspected

Chuck Roast

A
30046.
Department biock of ice
rnelted
Store at
will be
WIN
and
the
9:00
you
pieced
win
a•tri.
Murray
irv
a•rn• and
Drive-In $25 itl
Guess
front of
4
what
P•rn• al
time Lerman's
Theatre.
,I7lercha
ndis••
the
plus ten it wii/ be
CUPSS
nersEarliest
any
passes
corre-ct, Or registration
time
to
booth
announced
moat
Monday
between
inside
and in on
near/se
94b6
the Lerman's
Periodocally
Lerman's.
correct
6:50
guess
guessers Murrav Drive
/ocal
wins.
will
-In
news
Winreceive
Ledger
Ad broadcast
theatre
Paa
aaa• Monday.
A

Lb 47C
Gal44c

PiZO.
• 0F9

Each

Eggs

No 302.
Can

•

Fresh, Delicious

"Cackling-Fresh- D. S. Gov't Inspected Grade A Small

Plus Theatre Passes

No. 303
Can

10c OtIS Si $10$
Label fat I

Coffee

2 49' Grape Preserves -- - 2 '' 45'

•

Cakes

Country

No. 303
Can

va

Fluffy Fresh Southern Belle

GUESS-A-RAMA

1

Flavor Packed Kroger Instant
A ac

Tasty Embassy

Fig Bars

MURRAY/
.011RLIVE-INI THEATRE

SATURDAY, AUG. 16th
Can

0 300
cans

Tasty Kroper

PRESENT

11.

wilk ovary maim

Pillsbury Spice, Yellow, White, Orange, Pineapple, Caramel or Chocolate Fudge

CONFINED TO QUARTERS"Sputnik," known at Fort
Bern-ling, Georgia, as the 29th
Infantry's "Courageous Canine," looks none too happy
about his 14-day confinement
for doing an about-face and
snapping a sergeant. The mascot of the 29th has made a
/lam, to himself with his
helicopter-borne attacks and
Voting out with track team.

\VVV1111111T117/////i/

3 14°„:. 55c

.
2

The "Corner of Celebrities" is
• two-block area in FratikTort
in which it is claimed, more
famous persons have lived than
in any other area of the same
,-ize in the world. Here lived two
U.S. Supreme Court justices, two
cabinet officers, nine U.S. senators, six US. representatives, seven governors, seven foreign repreientallses, three admirals and
three
generals._ _

Top Valve Stamps

Plums

45°
954

Lein Is Liman Quail**

who bud0
er

BAGHDAD, Iraq (UPI) —Five
men and two women have been
=.entenced to terms of hard labor
tor hiding-TM-Trier Iraqi Premier
Nun i es Said before he was(
in
wonsens
clothing and killed during the
recent revolt.

t ANTE!
)F QUALITY

fielder Don Miles and third
baserran Al Norris of the Victoria,
Tex.,
club;
outfielder
Frarak Howard and third baseman Earl Robinson of Green
Bay, AIL; soUthplaw
pitcher
Bobby Gimillocnbardi of Montreal; otatilekler Rain Fairly of
Des Moines, Ia.; and third baseman Dick Gray of St. Paul,
Mirm.

CANAL DEEPENED
PORT SAID, U.A.R. (UPI) —
The Suez Canal Authority said
today 35-foot draft ships wall
be able to transit the -waterway
New men who may be brought beginning Aug. 31. The maxiin at the close of the '58 miner- mum dradit of vessels now using
league campaigns include out- the canal is 34 feet.

we Illenn• lbs

DRAW STIFF SENTENCES

iit

signed, Bavasi said, because the
reappointment had been decided upon only a few taura before the announcemenit
(Plan Youth Movement
The manager and the coaches
will remain for another season,
but many of the players will
nag, Bavasi stressed, particularly
the older players. A
youth
movement will start this season,
just as soon as Dodgm- farm
clubs finish their '58 campaigns
and their most promising youngsters can be brought into Los
Angeles--"younglters with speed
and hustle."

MORE TIME TO COOL OFF
ALEXANDRIA, La. (UPI) —
Orville Chellette, convicted of
disturbing the peace at a cafe,
had _his__ sentense LloubleiLkons
10 to 60 days when he turned
*o the witnesses who had testified
against him and shouted:
"That's all right, the rest 'of
vou liars can go home now."

C

PAGE THRE*

to the team's morale ,;lay turn
the trick."
Chuck appeared g enuinely
pleased that Alston will •be given a contract for another year
at the helm of the transplanted
Dodgers, Who were in the Na-Lionel League celler When the
re-raprwintrnent was announced
Wednesday.

•
ese.a.lamaa

relp-PY. NOT ALL

LE11611114
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Descendants Of
Balous P. Vinson
.1leet At City Park

•

Lochie LandoIt, Editor

Phone 1685

THURSDAY — AUGUST 14,

To Be Married

Wedding Plans Are
Complete For Miss
Jones-Mr. Crass

At the city park recently., desendants of Salvias P. Vinsnn
see fur a basket dinner. Tenaave plarps west made for the
now to meat again on the secaid Sunday in August. 1•59 in
Dover, Tenn.

stc•roi• Voa
Miss Anna Beth Roberts Weds
efIr'nu
-4 ',duct 0

$.0

over the wrists and fastened
Attending were Mrs. Grace
aath tiny satin and lace buttons Jen Bowling Green; Myrtle
and accented with seed pearls, Summers, Cumberland C I t y, •
The Skirt was over tiered ruffl- roans Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mared Sips and hoops and f e 11 tin, Jae- and Brice of Chaenamagn.
gracefully into a chapel train. IR, Mr. and Mrs. W. V, Allen,
Her finger tip veil of isreported Nashville. Tema.; Mr. and Mrs.
!Busion was attached to a crown
Vinson and Max, Trenef lace. anbrdidered in seed ..an; Mrs. Pleiner Grift,n, Mr.
pearls. She carried a bridal bou- and Mrs. Elroy Griffin, Vince,
quet of white rotaes and Ivy. Janie. Make- and Lana of Paris;
Her jewelry was pearl earrings, Lena; Mrs. Scutt Salesman, Susa graft 4 the groom.
Miss Nancy Graf
an and landa of Gilbertsvine.
The bride chase as her maid
C.nners present wese Mrs. OrMr. and Mrs. Vicrtar Graf, St.
of honor. Miss Jane Baker. She learn Vinson, Miss Zeizio Calbe, Luis, Mo., announce the •Pwere a lawn -of mile green chif- Maa
Lorene Viiascut Mr. proactit.na marriage of their
eon, having a- full skirt with and Mrs. Willie 0. Vinson, of daughter, Nancy Margaret, tJ
flov.arig panels ertending to the Hazel; Mrs. Carrie Martin, hr. Joe Wayne Dyer, 1K/11 of Mr. and
aeml.ne. Her head hand was of and Mrs. Everett Watson and Mrs. T. Dyer, Trenton, Tenn.
rnatehtng chiffon in leaf desists Darrell, Mr. and Mts. Woodrow
'Ibe wedding will be August
-ea-crated vaath pearls and -worn Dill arid _MAU_ _Ann.- fit.L._ 'ansi
sit 730 in the evening lasba
ai-th a nose veil-711er bouquet Mrs. Roy Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. College Presteserian Church.
*VS of yellow ruse buds and Jimmy Vireson and Patsy
AUfriends of the couple are
Griffin, Dover, Tema re.- H. C. Vin- invited to attend the ceremony.
•• • •
Thomas Darnell of iarnbeak, son, Mrs. Milton Outland and
Penn., served as best man. The Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill
candles were lighted by Edward
kichaded. too, .were Mr. and ; Bridesmaids Aitend
Roberts and Monte Nfealabb, Mrs. Dee Vinson, Mr. and Mrs.
al-other and cousin of the bride. Paul E. Dill, and Jeannie, Mr. Luncheon At Home
The bride's mother choae a and Mrs. Jess,e Garland, Mr. Of Mrs. Jones
auffee re - embroidered lace and Mrs. Charles Finney and
Mrs. Walter Jones was hostess
atssadat -- paLs4aed— -erratum }.filis, Mr. a1d-M1-1711rzia-Ein her-h---atfiewith matohing accessories. Her iancl, Donna and M:ke, Mr.Garand at 1:00 to a bridesmaids lunchcorsage was of yellow rosebuds. Mrs. ftj,
sn, 5 r %rut 1011 r aeon, for bur dolaidiLer
_sizia—grusen-a-MosSthibr
--Moody and--Utrilen, 'IRIS:-'51113r-rmo- -anct -Miss JoneS- 'atred in a pale pink dress with Chare
li Vinson, Mrs. -.Leryd Vin- tendants. Miss Jones is the
trutctnng accessories. Her can- son, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vin- bride-elect of A. B. Crass.
aage was gardenias..
sop and Charlet, Mrs. Noble- Guess were seated at tables
Aker the ceremony a recap- Kre.ght and Larry. of Murray; gayly covered with pink dotted
fton was held in the home of Mrs. Marvin
Allen. Mr. and swiss earths and eacih table was
I the bride. The' table, overlaid Mrs. Marean Allen,
Jr., an d centered •-with wedding bowls
with pale green net over tatfeta, Kendal. Leslie and Cardl
of filled - with daisies- and ivy.
me marriage of. Miss Anna -se proem:canal.
featured
Gifts were presented by Miss
Beth Rx.berls, daughter of Mr. The sown were exchanged be- upped a tered wedding cake, Model, Tenn.
with yellow roses and
Jones to her attendants, Mesand Mrs. Thomas E. Roberts and fete the fireplace in the LAI* Lilly of the
valley. The cake was
dames Walter J'anes, Jr and
Iseutenan: Larry Joe Oillton, arm rearm. which Was ilecorated with encircled with
greenery and yet- oake. Also assist-ing in the serv- Sam Crass,, and :VIsseis Roseof Mrs. R. J. -Eli and the late greenery. gladiolas majestic &a- low rase
ing were- Mrs Joe Orr, Miss
buds.
A
floral
arrangemary Jones arid Jennye Sae
garland C ittsn of Dawson ss Und bells of Ireland. Wroug'ht mein of
fi ji mums, tuke •rnses, Carolyn 'Williams. Mrs. fihiltita S.trbbleiteld.
Sprirgsletat place at the barrio :ran brazed candelabra, enOcaton
arscr-M.,
Berta
Maddo*.
parnatior.s.
bells
of
Ireland,
Those chcsen to serve at the
at the bride on August r,h at :waled with huckleberry, hslddaisies and greenery with white Vete Sandra Elliot presided at receis.i,n were presented a -gift
.six Ai ck i -the everting.
r_ng gassing tuary tapers and siatt streamers. flanked with the brides re/rater.
by Miss Jones. They are ?stases
" The thutrie - ring. eatCeEttit- tied vet'th batla bows. were
three-branched candler:nes com- . Mrs. Claborne Adams and Peggy Sue Shroat, redelta Ausceremony was salemnized by the. placed on e.
Mrs. Mason Ross had charge of
side of the piled the-- table decorations.
ther
tin, Donna Tuck, Judy Barman,
Rev. M. T. RobSnattan.
fireplace. The --anitrecay. v.itere
Panda etas servd frum a c•rys- the reseskiart. Hostesses were
Proceeding'me cestmany, a I the wide,, gaven In marriage by tal punch bovst.. Stleer computes Mrs. Adman Greenfield and Mrs. Benea Maddox. Beny Faust and
V.
Christine Elders.
program af nuptial music win taw billaw. was dressed in a wr:h nues and party mints com- Wade MaNlabb. Fallowing t h
receptun the couple let Sir
-lartnallnesS by Mrs. Caarles Elder. floor lengrth -gown of white satin pleted the table.
honeymoon in Floridra.
orgrintst. Mrs Bibby McDesugal. • and chantilly lace The basque
tthe bride chose a
spinet snag -I Uwe The". Gre.g 1 win buttoned down ...Se hack
Mrs. Ga.1 Purdy and Mrs. G.rnd -*Ave Matte, Senh-Gounot. sad Witticism, with a naLusse! A Brawn, sheers of the groom, piece suit of navy silk shasauna
She - sang -Sreig of Ruth-- f _a • ccallspred necla.ne. accersed arse prasIded at the pinch bowl: and with navy and white accesSeein
the bened,e'.. m The tradinsnal ' pearls. The WINS- tapering Lace 1 Mrs. Edward Simmons, sister of White roses were pinned at her
aaddtrig
manna v.as
'
xfencied iFdtci POIAN the grasorn• served the wedding stun kier
- used f r sleeates
•

I

CONSOLIDATED'S
FINAL SUMMER

CLE

COME IN AND

SAVE

DIES HOUSE DRESSES
Reg. $2.98 Values
• All Sizes
• Many Patterns and Colors

$ 98
•

s 1.00

11 47i6119
i . $2
41ORTS

Latest Colors aad Styles — All Sizes
LADIES .

ii

1AO

ocial Calendar

'1.98
A-B-C & D

All Colors

Lb

BACON

-M-L

WALKING SHORTS
1.00

7

Lb

DRESSES,

Aerowax

QT

59°

3

FOR

TUNA

$1.98 Value! Just the thing for
back to school! Size 2 to 16.

Hot
Biscuits
in only
9 minutes

Honey

•

0.• P..b5
0.• •••I

NO MIXING
•
NO ROLLING
•
NO CUTTING

1-Lb.
Pouring Jar

53c

CARNATION- - -'
50e

•

'am at the Dairy ,Case!

S. 4th St.

•

Phone 24

Oft

II

of qu
up 2
24-1e
Cc
or
tno
tb.sp
ins
PI
dow
for
Tun

•

A4

toes
skew
Ine,
that
repul
rocki
Ba
PillCI
4 to

can 1ik

SWANNS' MARKET
Phone 1923

and
every'
ing--i
sclera
surprl
that'i
other
barbs
Ecom
Co(
eeone
and a
sm all
flaw,/
sauce
safe;
broill
ups I
pings
Tar
not t
Liver
sage
vane
MOM

Ballardliscuits

890

CONSOLIDATED STORES
MURRAY, KY.

•

Lb

1 -LB' PLAIN

w,••

ly JOA

28

DIXIELAND

cue.
4

Margarine 19c

CHOCOLATE GRAHAMS
box 350

BOYS

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

•

EMGE SUPERB

Large Selection - Nationally Adv'd

119 S. 4th St.

45c

Sweet Pickled Peaches

NABISCO

*1.00

•

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

CLEANSER

WIENS

Reg
Value

•

HALF or
WHOLE LB

63c

420

$z1198

pr.

SHORT PANTS and SHIRT SETS
only
'1.00
PEDAL PUSHERS
1 3 & 1 2 OFF
BERMUDA SHORTS - REDUCED
Boys SHIRTS & Girls BLOUSES
values to $2.99
Only 1 1.00

OAK HILL

7w 2for $150
T-SHIRTS

,FIFTH !
as he
after t
This in
The p
has to

BOYS

9/
1
4-Oz. Can

BEADS OF BLEACH

Final Clearance!

2

$2.00

HAM
65

49e
55c

Reg. $2.98 Value

Vicky Vaughn & Toni Todd

PAJAMAS

Values to $10.95

•

Old Dutch 2i25c

SHORT SLEEVE

M L NS

Ladies Baby Doll

SUMMERALLDRESSES

Love's Children's Shop

NO RUBBING

-

SPORT SHIRTS

•
r•••••••••••••••
.,•

Shelf-Ready for
your BuffeeDinner

-

BEEF

MEN'S

LADIES

Kee. $8.98
NOW

S

Jaycees and their wives
meet at 6:00 in the evening
the Kentucky Lake Pavilion :
a picnic, dancing and gam
Each family is requested
bring enough food for then:.
selves. Se& drinks will be sold
at the pavilion.

FRANKF1
A. B. Cha
faced a sorr

ARMOUR'S

$2.98 Value

PAJAMAS

HALTERS or MIDRIFFS
'2.98 Value
50c

LAST CALL!

Others beIping at the reception will be Misses Betty Foust,
Itarnead
Benda Maddox. Dearde Henton,
Owensboro, Mesdames Maurice
Crass, Jr., and Becky Crogran,
Carnal. Lil.
difilla Tones is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Jones. Mr.
Crass is the sun of Mr. and Mrs.
hisunce Crass.

Chandle
Meet T
"Goof"

CLEARANCE SALE

No. 21 1 Can

NYLON HOSE
2
FR-5

All sizes but not in all styles — you'll want
several pairs at this low price!
MEN'S

Wadding piens have been
completed for the weddang of
Miss Salty Jones and A. B.
Crass. The wedding will be the
first to be solemnized in the
First Christian Chtsacti since the
ohurdh
was rebuilt several
months ago.
The wedctrig will take place
Sunday, August 17 at 4:00 in
the afternoon wish Rev. Paul T.
Lyles officiating.
Miss Jennye Sue Stubblefield
will attend the bride as maid
of honor and Mrs. Walter Jones,
Jr., siater-in-klaw of the bride,
will serve as matron of honor.
Miss Rusemary Jones and Mrs.
Sam Crass, sorority sisters of
the bride, have been chosen as
bridesmaids.
Mr. Sam Crass, brother of the
groan, will amend Mr. Crass as
bestman. Mr. Walter Jones, Jr.,
Mr. J:1Tirily Doran, Mr. Fred
Wells, Mr. Ted Billington and
Mr. Max Slarris will serve as
tellers at the ceremony.
litichlird -Tirrell will present a program of cnsptial mu.alc
will Mrs. Charlie Elders as
vocalist.
The recent:ion will be imeiedlately alter the ceremony in the ,
church parlor. Miss Fedelia Austin will preside at the guest
register. Miss Peggy Sue Shreat
and Miss Donna Tuck will

CANADIAN

Flat Heel Shoes 2 pr. $300

Smekie's and to Charleston, s
C.. where they visited with Msa
Patsy Buchanan and her family,
f imerly of Murray. They a:is.,
Mrs. Edward B. Suclholf and visited willh Mr. NI&III
Mrs. Charles H. Hamlet, Cin- parents in Clay, Ky., before thellt
cinnati, Ohio are visiting their return to Murray.
mother and sister, Mrs. M. D.
Holten and Mrs. D. F. McConnell,
Mrs.'Ben T. Cooper and daughMr, and Mrs. Hugh McC tjs
ter, Julie will arrive Monday
and Cathy of Glenview, llr., anTr
from Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Collation, Dr. and Mrs. Lee Williama and
Detreit, Mich., and their daufgh.- chiadren, Silly Clayton, Herbert
ler, Mrs. Jimmy Jones and chll- -Lee and John Kirby of Memdren of Columbus, Ohio, visited phis,. 'Tenn., are visiting with
in Murray this week with Mr. parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon and Roberts, 800 Olive Street.
Maielyn and Mr. and Mrs. Jt hat
• • ••
Cett,....,n and faintly
-Mr. and Mrs. Wallie Hanson
••• *
and two SEMIS. of Sidell, III ,
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bandurant visited this past week in il
la: this week f rr parts in h. me of Mrs. Carroll Lassnir
Florida where they will spend a and other relatives in MurrIly.
week's meation.
Mr. Hansen for the past few
••••
years has been csach in the
achael system, btat th:5
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Mattingly have returned from a two year is the newly elected prinweek's vacarti ri trip thr ,ugh the cipal ef the Sdell school.

PERSONALS

PURE GROUND

LADIES

Latest Patterns & Colors

$1.00 Values

o

Sale
Starts Friday
August 15th

.THURSI:

JAL

UGUST 14,

•THURSDAY - AUGUST 14, 1958

and to Charleston, S.
they vistted with MiS6
ahanian And her family,
of Mureay. They else
Mr. Mattingly'ti
will
Clay, Ky., before the*
Murray.
• • ••

.d

Mts. Hugh McCoy.
of Glenview,
50
Mrs. Lee Williams and
BlIly Clayton, Herbert
Jchn Kirby of Mornin., are visiting w
Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
100 Olive Street.

Ill.,

Chandler-Comedian
Meet Today For
"Goof" Championship

challenge today from Louisville
television comedian Tom iCactus)
Brooks.
Brooks challenged the governor
a match at the Juniper Hill
to-course after reading about the
FRANKFORT (UPI) — Gov. chief executive's "banana ball,"
A. B. Chandler's "goff," game tee shots. The match is scheduled
faced a something less than stern fur today.
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Fertilizer
Helps Trees
In Malady '

•
LEXINGTON, Ky. — How an
application of ammonium nitrate
served as a stimulant to "stick"
sugar maple trees, helping them
to overcome their condition, is
related by N. R. Elliott, horticulturist at the University of
Kentucky.

••••
Mrs. Wallie Hanson
sons, of &dell, Ill.,
us past week in ri.)
Mrs. Careol4 Lastelly
r relatives in Murray.
ien fur the past few
s been coach in the
trool system, butt th
he nearly elected printhe Sidell school.

d

Three ,maples, about 8 inches
in diameter, died in less than
20 days last summer on the
university campus after their
leaves "looked as though they
had been dipped in boiling water," and soon dropped off.
At the first sign of trouble
on other infected trees, ammonium nitrate was applied to the
ground under the spread of the
trariPhPS ...and a
-beyond.
Mr. Elliott seicl. One pound of
fertilizer wai used to each
inch of trunk diameter up to
15 inches. The trees were then
watered liberally to dissolve the
fertilizer.

SALE

ilASSES
,FIFTH SON FOA IMO—Crooner Bing Crosby, 54, Ls all smiles _
as he leaves the Queen of Angels Hospital, Los Angeles,
after the birth of a son to his wife, actress Kathy Grant,.24.
/ 4111C14, watghsd sex= Esoun.ds. nineasinces.
4 04
"
Th.
Who seems to be saying *ltave-a cigar,
The prieiud
Lee Crosby.
has four sons by his first wife, theists Dixie
-

-Dim

-IIRT SETS

While Mr. Elliott' says this
treatment should not be construed as being a sure cure for
thq trouble, _aIJ. treated trees
have survived, including those
affected last summer.
p iqiee conditions-have been received from 27 different counties
in the state. Mr. Elliott said.

ER S

REDUCED
BLOUSES
3nly '1.00

you can be sure of quality!

Barbecued Chickens 99c
FRESH
BEEF 39b Sifts
Premium
PICNIC HAMS 39icb
CHUCK
Can
SWIFINING 69b ROAST
Maxwell House COFFEE....79c
3

•

b

BROOKFIELD

Gerber's

CHEESE

Akt- BABY FOOD

2-Lb. Carton

'S Shop

s

29c
can

10C

•

Jersey Gold
ICE CREAM

OUR'S

M
65c

•

with
ice cream

SEA

tig!

3 JARS

69c
BISCUITS

•

I
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2Gal.
1
/

59c

Swifts
Premium

ROUND
STEAK
lb.

99c
lb

.1 barbs.
(la.
THZ BACKYARD CHTY haS to keep track of time and rt-cue sauce over the turkey every 15 minutes. Basting will 1.t .p Coot. LIP,- bird t‘_, perfectible.

[5°
•

Daches
310

19c

Lb

•

Us
ly
Jtes
•

10
,
1.6

ING
JNG
HMG

LI3iscuits
Hist Duiry,

•

14P
•

le 24
INIMIMIgingommangL

Me ook-oufs Different
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
Wilkie a backyard barbeV V cue chef dons his apron
and steps up to the grill,
everyone knows what's cooking—steak or 'burgers. For a
welcome change, why not
surprise them with a menu
that's different? So many
other meats make marvelous
barbecue meals.

DEL MONTE - 303 Can

SWAN'S DOWN

Cake Mixes 25'
White -

Yellow

- Chocolate

PEAS
VAN CAMP'S

PORK & BEANS2for 25

LAY'S - Twin Bag

Economical Entrie
Cook up half a turkey-- it's
economical, easy to handle
and a good cboice to serve a
small group. FM' tantalizing
flavor, baste frequently with
sauce and make a neat and
safe lob of it by using quilted
broiling foil to prevent flareups from basting and drippings.
Sr photn.
frjli
Tackle a shish kebab but
not the standard lamb kind.
SPEAR TIN SKEWER through quilted foil to cover kebabs
saugarlic
and
Liverwurst
top and bottom and prevent over-cooking and flare-ups. e
sage combine for a delicious
meat and vegetables to coat
cut side down. Turn breast
variation. Whole fresh mushrooms, green peppers, toma- side down and continue cook- thoroughly.
On each of six metal skew-'
ing It's to 2 hrs longer until
toes and onions go on the
an internal temperature of ers, thread alternately 2
skewers, too. It's easy cookcubes
to
6
Serves
garlic sausage, 2 mush160 F. is reached.
ing, but looks so impressive
rooms, 2 tomato quarters,
that it Is sure to send your
Sausage Kebabs: Peol cas- onions, 2 slices gruel pepper,
reputation as a chef sky••
ing from 11'2 lbs. liverwurst 2 liverwurst squares.
rocketing.
Cut quilted broiling/011ln- j
Barbecued Half Turkey: and slice into twelve 1 1/2-in.
to six (3-in. by 18-In strips.
squares. Cut 1I/2 lbe. garlic
Place half a turkey weighing
sausage • Into twelve 1V2-1n. Spear a filled skewer through
4 to 5 lbe. on a 24-in, length
the center of each foil strip.
of quilted broiling foil, turned squares.
Wash 12 whole fresh mush- Turn each end of the foil up
up 2 in. all around to form a
end.
to cover inieredients, top and
24-1n. pen to retch drippings. roonts and cut off stem
Combine 1 tbsp. salt, 1 tbsp. Cut 2 green peppers into bottom, but leave Sipes open.
Fold ends of foil together at
Quarsquares.
twelve
l!4-in.
monosodium glutamate, 1
1 (11- top of skewer.
tbsp. soy sauce and 1'2 c. cook- ter 3 tomatiles. Drain
Turn skewers occasionally'
oz.) can whole onions. Place
ing oil and baste turkey.
meat and vegetables In mix-, without opening foil. Broil 10
Place turkey, breast side
to 15 min. over hot coals, or
.
down. on grid over hot coals ing bowl.
Combine 2 tbsp. roy sauce, until tomatoes ere done and
for 30 min. Baste with remeat is heatcd through.
maining sauce every 15 min. 1 1, c. cookint oil 1 tsp. nicit.oglutamate. Pour over Serves 6.
Turn turkey and cook 30 min., sodiuni
•

•

2for 35c

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

Potato Chips 49c

TUNA
9' roz. Can

ANY FLAVOR

39c

JELLO 325c
5,

LEMONS

Swifts
Premium

SIRLOIN
STEAK
lb.

19c

doz.

SO\
7
5
JOH\
GROCERY t/n/ ro'cqc-z htnit ht4A-4-•••••

•

reOPY NOT AIL LE WOW*
A**

99c
lb

CHUM
SALMON
1-lb. can

39

—

•
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Middle East
Studded With
Hot Spots

•
BOY SEATER CAUGHT—Joseph
te.ceit.. le, Elmwood Park, LI,
looks real mean in custody of
Chicago police after admitting
he stripped and beat an 11year-old boy tn a cemetery.
Two years before, he was arrestecL, for a crime against •
small boy, and psychiatric
treatment was reoonunended.

has informed Arab Le,igtic neadquarters in Cairo thiit Britain
IN massing troops on its borcier
"in preparation for aggression."

Dusk
Always A Cartoon!
TONITE ONLY

3
,OLA
(A ROTR

Ns

atigeVIC

JOE MINN • 1101D

aince Nasser seized pov.er iri
an attempt to undermine K:iig
Idris.

view of Dr. Andrew C. Ivy,
professor of physiology at the
University of Illinois, scientists
at the Sloan-Kettering Institute
for Cancer Research are proving
he is right about the controversial
cancer drug, "krebiozen," which
has been rejected both by organized cancer research and by
organized medicine.

Cancer
To Receive
ina 'lest

1-1
"
Cure"

Yemen also . has given this
Britain started' reinforcing
notification to the high command 'troops \Olen. it received ints#of the United ellerahatepublic. with genee reports of-a plot to over- Fik
which it is now affiliated.
throw Idris.

-1

cancer or worthless.

Have Natural Colons*,
Ivy quoted from a recently
published Sloan - Kettering research report which not only
said "there is reason to believe"
animal bodies have natural chemical defenses against cancer, but
their scientists by "manipulating
and. enhancinge these defenses"
Ivy has just advanced his in laboratory animals, had cured
views in a letter to Dr. Harold the animals of some types of
.
S. Diehl, vice president for re- experimental cancers.
search and medical affairs of
Since 1925. Ivy said, he has
the American Cancer Society. been teaching that the human
The sociVy's scientific committee body, has natural chemical defenses because "perhaps in one
has bee' considering since Feb- out
of 100,04.(0 cases the body
ruary whether to give "krebio- of the patient cures itself of
zen" a "double blind test" that cancer." This is the theory upon
would establish once and for all which "krebiozen" is based. Ivy
whether it is effective against said he was "gratified" t he

i

Yemen • has been attacking
Relations are bad also between
Britain's protectorate of Aden Egypt and the Sudan, adjoining
By CHARLES N. MCCANN
Sporadically for several years and,
By DELOS SMITH
UPI Foreign News Analyst
it on the south. Nasser has .tried I
("Pertly hopes to take it over.
UPI Science Editor
The Middle East is studded
vainly
lure
to
the
Sudan
into
Its allegation of British troop
with hot spots that could inflame
his orbit. On Saturday, the SuNEW
YORK (UPI) — In the
movements might be # build-up
the present crisis.
for new raid* across the Yemen danese giwernment expelled the
Lebanon. Jordan and Iraq, of
eciuneelor
of
the
Egyptian
emfrontier at this time.
course, are the chief danger
It was made known during bassy in Khartoum, the capital, forces to the Lebanese frontier
points.
on the ground he had stared in an obvious attempt to enthe week end that Britain
has
But there are sensitive situareinforced its troops- in Libya, effecting contact with subvefellve courage the rebels there.
tions in such seldom-mentioned
elements as soon as he arrived
adjoining Egypt. on :he west. '
places as Kuwait, Yemen, Libya ,
here four days previously.
And Turkey has put its forces
42
,123 Stirs Trouble
and the Sudan.
In addition to these situations on the alert along its frontiers
en stir- Syria has, sent strong military with both Syria and Iraq.
In addition, there is gre
tension along the frontier b•
tween Turkey on one side an,
81111a.
Syria and Iraq on the other..
Great Britain has been alarmed bs:o the disclosure tbat Sheik .
Abduilah As -Salim As - Sah„
ruler of it_s little pr • •
01 Kuwait. has confer!.
A'1 tl,,,EIES1deLlt Gamal Abele: N..
ser of the United Arab Repub
Kuwait, on the Persian •
is the greatest oil proa
center in the whole Middle Ea'
and one of !tie greatest in
world:
It has long been 'known th e.5 a strong pro-Nasser elemt•
in Kuwait. and as a precie
• Britain is reinforcing-its
he..jseigh hering
i hci
Bah-Bahrein.
Yemen Needles Briain
Kuwait's. oil_ es. vitally..import-asse--.40—Broexte—A--Brtttetr-rurr
merit a:ur discussing a possib •
el,..iv-up there, has said KUW:i
is more important to Brita.t.
economically
than
Gibraltai
Malta and Cyprus put togteh••!
Cairo dispatches say Y•
- ne belligerent little kingdee.
'he op .(f the Arabian Peninsu

II

Ivy said "krebioeen"
rived from a mold, "a
of yeasts." This mold
too toxic for human
said. But when it is
into horses,

was derelative
also
use,
injee
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fur -nal/
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YOURS.NOW

FROM THEJI1LaST

_14-_cpiu.ossa

,a-t1iArn

26-Kent.
27 - II,,arfron
28- Harvest
28- lir Koper
33-Curei
32-Teutonic
dolly
34-Snar•
35-1416n
35o/ranch
swore
37-Wort/lea
leaving
38- Rescues
ES-Nsneber
se- r too ioreti
41-Fausiod
42- Airrtemet
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AND BEST SELECTION IN TOWN!

•

43-118r11110.
47-Dianer
col. be
St- Sea suo•

_

MOSE
PEW! US
Allstesa ea Vin.lenti Mr./a
YIN

•"

Homemakers love 'em!

•

•••

DOWN

- 1-Courteous

J moths hate 'em!
A

F01

Also Too Toxic

Glorify your beds with pretty, practical blankets from Belk's. Choose now at
remarkable savings ... pay only 501 down and we'll keep them in our Lay-Away
'til you need them this Fall! Come early . . . Choose today!
__„4.„,....

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

AIURSDA

Sloan-Kettering report "as far as
it goes" confirms the theory.
He pointed to the Sloan-Kettering apnouncement that zymusan, a substance taken from
yeast, stimulated t h e natural
chemical cancer defenses.0 mice,,
"tipping the scales in favor of
the endangered host and again'
the cancer.' Sloan-Kettering ac11/
ded that zymosan was too toxic
to use in human beings with
cancer.

/0;
BLAN KET1 LAY-AWAY

BELK
SETTLE

I
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5- Train
6- IteNct
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OVER 3m.RAYON„NYLON ORLON
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+-41

BLANKETS

4101110PROor
••••

asse 'Is. ALIN aralla

•••••im...

*GUARANTEED AGAINST DAMAGE BY MOTHS
* lit RUN MURRAY: *
COMING SUN.-MON.

•
SUES AT 100—Mrs Matt Hansen plants a kiss on pilot Capt.
Bud Talatice In Chicago after
celebrating her 100th birthdicy
by taking a hen•opter ride with
him. The ride was a gift of her
son-In-law, who said. "She always likes to go placer and
never had been in a helicopter.

• 1:1.1;
4.66111•14

.n.J.Litta

lia411664AZ.
nomusser

A. "BLANKET OF, TOMORROW... a fabulous blend of
witsiuslile rayon, nylon und orlon. :1 54 lb. of warm plaid
beauty . . . to enhance the appearance of your bedroom!
Satin binding, 10 luscious colors to 'Moo,* . . . extra long
72x90"! And . . . they're guaranteed against moth damage
forever! (Bagged)

.41WIP
4,

ete

FRIDAY
and

B. "SALEM"... 3 lbs. of solid nleeninix comfort! Washable
rayon, nylon and orlon miraculously blended for strength,
wearability and exciting beauty! Seven solid col ers to che.ose
from, 8" ratio binding . ... extra long 72x90" size! And
these, too. are guas•anteed againte moth damage forever!
,4184-1-: I Bagged).

OEPOS/T

SATURDAY

IDOUBLE FEATURE!

SELECTION
LAIANAY bin FALL'

/MOS.101 *R
0,V

ma clist."""

I

'
,
"SUN

KING" RAYON,- NYLON_

"FRANKLIN"

72"x90", EXTRA LONG

A REMARKABLE 77tcii( WY STONY
NOW A cpar MOTION PICTURE!

Value
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•

50c DEPOSIT
Holds on
Loy-away

98
504 DEPOSIT
Holds on
Lay-away

COTTON. RAYON,

NYLON & JACQUARDS, 72"x84"

?WALT DISNEY,.:.
Sold color birsufy! Rayon
for twisty . . . Nylon tor
strength. ...liability • n d
orsishisbrIlty! 11- nylon bindIlis•utiftel colors to
ing.
cheese irons. levied. Guar.
enteml Moth pr•of I.

A S MAI

'special!

Choose

from beautiful colors in
this cotton, royon, and nylon
50c DEPOSIT
Holds oil Loy•away

satin

blanket. 4" acetate

98

. . Begged.
50c DEPOSIT
Holds on Lay-away

1

.•••••

P1.0511.. Kff MVO
"YUKON BAY- RAYON, NYLON,

*

AND

*

72"x84", 3

Lbs., Beautiful

Colors

TWO-IN-ONE REVERSIBLE RAYON,

NYLON,

ORLON,4 POUNDS
Reverses front 9 solid color, to ere-

Wonderful value! H i g
beautiful Rayon and Nymothproof forever
len
'blanket! Wavhable
.
whipped stitched end . .
color assortment of
stripes . . . plaxtic protective bag.

Double -Cross'

The VieSt'S

, Sloothest

Sn.•

98

'ordinating stripes. R"

atin binding.

98

4.or

Mothproof forever and washable. A
lovely blanket at a sake price.

50c DEPOSIT
Holds on Leyesevey

50c DEPOSIT
Holds on lorotray

STERLING
HAYDEN

GUN BATTLE
AT MONTEREY

PAMELA

DUNCAN
, see
.setso stews
re,„its

LAST
TIMES
TON ITE

"HIGH COST OF LOVINCwith Jose Ferter

AMMIll IMMO

Many"Others To Choose From - Wool and Orlon — Wool and Cotton Double Blankets
Blankets — Priced From $1.29 To $12.95.

Cotton Indian Blankets

Shc( I

BEIK SETTLE COMPANY

WEST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

"THE HOME OF BETTER VALUES"

Murray, Kentucky

PHONE 403
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North Fork News

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
of Paducah spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Key, Mr. Key is much
fil?m e
improved after several weeks illness.
31 per Word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 110o — 50 par word for throe
O•ya. Classified so. ars oayablo in sdvanee.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Susan visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes Saturday afternoon.
Good ocnidtit i en. Chs.ap. Phone priged near:. Beet blood. Cook
Visitors in the hume of Mrs.
FOR SALE_J 135.
A itiP Here/00rd Flarms, Lynnville, Ky.
Services Offered
Ella Morris Sunday were, Mr.
Phone Ev, 2-2253
A15C
BEAGLE PUPS. Call Al Kipp.
and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr.
LooK: 10 Mum sell storing Phone
10714
A14C 2 BICYCLES, expertly reondi- DEAD STOCK removed free. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore, Mr.
stereo windows with alum screen
and Mrs. .Gaylon • Morris, Mr.
and 1 door installed $189. Also BY OWNER. 2-bedroom house, tioneci, one 24" and orq '26". Radio dispat,..ned trucks. Duncan
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins, Mr.
the triple track. No down pay- oar-pure electric heat, on North Reason for sale. W.fe can't wel- tankage Co. Prompt service 7
d:11 fast enough to keep up. Call Jays a week. Call long distance and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr. and
ment. up to 36 mouths to pay. 18th St. rill 2097-J
, .A141P Murray
Drive-In, Phone 2065 collect, Mayfield 433, Union City Mrs. George Jenkins, and Mr.
lame Comfort Company,
, 108
and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
and. ask for jioe.
A15C rU-5-03et.
NlISC
South 12th Stet-et. Phone 1303. USED APPLIANCES. Oil, gas
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall,
SeptendserOC and eleotrac, ranges :.nd heaters
MATTRESSES
REBUILT
like Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
Make us an offer. Ken.gas, Inc.,
new. West Ky.Moteress Mfg.Co., Tommy and Mike visited Mr. and
HOUSE TRAILER, 30 glee Can 105 N. 5:th. Phone 1177.
A1,5C
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen- Mrs. R. D. Key and family Satur737-M-4.
Al4C
tative Taber; .Upholetery Shop, day night.
REGISTERED "Suffolk Rams" SPINET PIANO famou.s male,
.101 N. 3rd. Phone 549,
Susan Sykes has been ill this
SI1C
1949
four - door, and serviceable - age
at $250 saving. Will transfer to
week with an infected throat.
reliable local party for balance
HELP WANTED
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs. Warren
,
1
on small payments. Write Credik
—6Sykes and Susan visited Mrs
Mgr., Joplei Piano Co., Box 784,
ay', P ,rrl.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer
Douglas Vandyke and Mrs. Terry
y
-Pedetestit,
• -A14C- ExpERIF.-tou4.1cLuag. matter— MILS and ctildrell in Puryaar
19
AcAoss
11-Exista
ial
salesman.
Salary,
expanses
31413
Elf-lEran
0
10- Variety of
SQUARE DANCE each Fteduy ahd commiesaon. Apply Box 491, Friday affernoon.
1-Talk Idly
1E30 PEDAL
apple (pl
Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and sons
tNI AL,E
Mean at Jim's RoXer Rink. N. Fultien, Ky., by Monday, Aug.
11-Itoiued hard 11-Europeaa
capital
and Mr. and Mrs. Junior Kuy-1716
12- it
18th St. Adults —7.5e, ohildeen 18
13-I.00p
Al6C
14-1,
1,11 sauce
kendall and son visited Mr: and
won T Crel
MI-Capuchin
ITC
IL-commun.
monkeys
ORO
LI IN A JAM—Chicago and Great Western freight cars are piled higher than telephone poles in this
Mrs. One Kuykendall Saturday
pia‘
CAN
YOU
15-NE IghtionUSE
$35-550
a
wedk
RA 13001
at Virgil, Ill. Cause: an axle on one of the cars split, and 32 cars piled up. Nub, dy Injured.
jam
17- Proceed
night.
110011 of poor
KURFF-ES
house
paint sale at in additrion to eerier present earnIS- Fro' of
L E
mmoMPIII16111P
dwellings
Mr.
Bertha
Kuykendall,
Mrs.
Starks
Hardware, "where park- ings? Supply Consumers in MurCV A CI ga
20-Clraning
r 1.;
substance
ing is no 'problem." 12th & Pop- ray wieh large Rawleigh line. Carlie B. Paschall and Mrs. Essie Henry Hoeper.
rz E
N F
Baptist Church, home of Mr. and
20- Pot I ug usae
22.,,oraeirio
ROLM
for -saint"
lar. Phone 1142.
LAND TRANSFERS
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker, Mrs. Billy Turner,
solid
TEC Start earning- irnmedrately. Write Phillips visited Mrs. Iva Paschall
21-Pronoo
Vele
MSG
E3,111rer
ducks
Monday afternoon and .helped her Mi.,Q,man Paschall and MrL
22- Without
- De.t. KYCe---4990. 28-Sleeps
IZIUU
EMERSON12112MG1111
le:
12
frigeraThn
service,
freeze corn.
['laureling
Arlin Paschall visited Mr. Ancil —The parsonagTh located on tJ Joe L. Pritchett and Lois Pritthrough
1TC
A 23- Measure of
27-Unruly
1307 W. Main, Murray, Ky. Call 337, Freeport, lid,
Mr. and Mrs Carnol Boyd and Wicker and his mother Sunday Puryear-Jones Mill highway.
%%eight (pl.)
- chett to James F. Dowdy and
crowd
1471-J,
fli-ehoewes
pais
Sept. 16C
sons visited Mr. and Mrs. Vester morning.
22-Falls Lack
43-law9rria,_ _
Mrs RU, Key
Alma IN)way, lot.
Lea sea
man',
Suada.y
-kT ThieTtraiiEj-Pup' laL
SiertesstritftnET
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance
30-Rah bird
ZEi Rent.
a 11
01-Symbol fur
Mr. and Mrs. Udie Fletcher
person
g
39-I iiiitrunney
17 Iloarfroet
tantalum
III -Possess
types of welding, general autovisited Mrs. Clay Cook in Gen- attended the..-.wedding of Mrs.
41-NotIong
20- Harvest
413-91vin god
29- 1 provei ly
motive and machine shop tune- OLD American money. Will pay eral Hospital Sunday. Mrs. Cook Nance's' niece at Pleasant Grove
21-Curo
2 3 4 5 ,
-";:e...1-6 7 8 9
up's for top performance. on Sun fair prices. Otantact Dnight Ball, remains critically
after suf- Saturday night.
21-Teutonic
.
deny
Analyser. Owner and personally Holland Drug. Please -bring mins fering 'a stroke two weeks ago.
ir
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuyken31-spac•
12
13
Adjustable Brass Stencils Numbering Machines
A15P
do the wok with gu3rantee. with you.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and dall and Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
•• •Ik
36-Irri it
14
...'", I 5 16
Terry visited her parents. Mr. paschall visited Mrs. Iva PasWill come to your sh ess. Call
Advertising Coins
Plastic Name Plates
•rtIci•
and Mrs. George Jenkins Sunday. chall, Hugh and Donnie Sunday.
37- Wo.r.steam
for appointmeres. Truman TurnPocket Stamps
&
Badges,
Plastic
Metal
8
.
219
"
.
'.
70
lea,
1
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
er, Coldweter. Phone Hu-92107.
Mr. Guy Nance is ill with
38- Riar
Bronze Tablets
Presentation Awards &
w L".'-.'-iyeUrr
ROO
Mrs.
Terry
Sills
and
daugh1i
mumps.
%; 22'
Sept. 15C
•4S
'
lie lien
•..t.„,
Plaques
tart visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
•.
Burning Brands
41-k ruled
74
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
Kea( and family Thursday after\ •.• ,,,pent
RUBBER
STAMPS
Corporation
Seals
..:
•
visited Mr. and Mrs. Coyn Nance
4-14,1111,11
Me
'
1.
.'.".fr7i
'
Rubber Type Outfits
Daters
Sunday
and
Bess,
LOwell
Bright
and
Nance
Mrs.
Perry
and
.,
Sign Markers
79 30
Sttwart visited Mr. acid Mrs. sons from Detroit spent the
Dag Tags
V.•-• 32 32
BUILDING an Eaet Main Street
•':,:,'
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Coyn
Jack Key Enday.
SIGNS,
Metal & Plastic
Engraving,
now
Metal
occupied
by
&
34
.
Conner
ImpleDOWN
siis' 35 Mrs. Ella Morris was in Hazel Nance.
'0114:
" _
nit n: Co. „See Walter Conner or
Specialties
Plastic
-1 -Courteous
to
see
Dr.
Miller
Friday morn1.7
',:c*: Nit
2-Regretted
1313.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Underwood
A30.6
Steel Stamps
Etched Name Plates
ing.
2-Part of
ro--.1of Toledo, °hid and Mr. Ewing
40
4I
•Ircle
Mr.
Warren Sykes visited Mar',• 42
Steel Letter & Figure
Purposes)
All
Inks
(for
4'tSnit,o4 for
Position Wanted
,
cus Hill and Mrs. Ellen Cook McClure of Paris visited Mrs.
te.lirluce
Sets
43
A4
• S - Train
\
Lead
Ella
Seals
&
::::?45 46
Presses
Morris
and
other
relatives
In General Hospital Saturday.
.
,t...,.•,
in
this
community
Tuesday.
Mrs.
Stencils
License
Plates
Mrs. Odie Morris was admitted
M.e.leltlEU °alit ge siucien: de7-Suppn,at•
..48
2-Lubrleste
to General Hospital Sunday aft- Underwood is the former Miss
Stencil Inks & Brushes
•eres post
full Link werk. See
Metal Signs
.. r. .Dy Unilid
Clemmie
Sullins,
a
niece
of
the
teatir, Syndica e, Inc
ernoon for an operation.
Don ar.e•
- '
Ticket Punches
late Mr. Terry Morris. It had
Mechanical Engraving
Mrs. Ovie Anderson spent a
been
several
years
since
any
Time
of
Stamps
Notary Public Seals
few days last week with Mrs.
the family had seen Mrs. UnderElla Morris and family.
Numberers
wood.
HOOVER IS 84-Former PresiMr. and Mrs. Bill Barrett
dent Fernert Hoover is shown
visited Mrs. Iva Paschall and , Mr. Boone Paschall of Detroit
QUALITY - SERVICE
in res New York hotel as he
Donnie Wednesday afternoon.
is at the bedside of .his aunt,
_Celebrated his 84th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Pasc- Mrs. Ellen Cook.
•He still lends a busy and achall, Mrs. Martha Paschall and
Eiy arrangement erlth peel
VISA P M Parker r
tive life. He works 7 days a
Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Mallary and
Gaylon Holley Morris visited
R. neeasada•WS: dialributod by hand Features BYadicialp.
week, 14 hours a day. During
daughter attended the Jones re- Monte!' Paschall Saturday night.
the past year, he published
union at Murray Park Sunday.
Open house will be held SunClIA MISR
!let me trier you norne no.. and If' Fermi. Same of th, trees at the
one book, !tilde 30 epeecher.
LEDGER & TIMES
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Crowder day afternoon August 17th from
horse .IP hasn't showed up at f len.',v • ineee were b.- .•,. to •
A 8 MARTHA
traveled 19,952 air miles and
She
2:00
pm
recently
until
purchased
5:00
auto
p.m.'
in
the
Phone
a
grocery
in
55
Murray, Ky.
Wised his way up the dark in the morning, I'll get word to
some 3,000 miles by
her 0-eat h sharpl) If
Jones Mill from Mr. and Mrs. new parsonage of North Fork
re,-siblosa Canyon trail, the very the sheriff and he'll get out • , 1 ony Miller were watoiling that
blackness and lonesomeness of the POS-Se to -look for him."
fire, he had certainly let it get
by R...eburn Van Buren
NANCY
narrow strip ot sky overhead
His words were nght, but there ' allay from him.
seemed to multiply the girl's tears was • strained, unnatural tone to. I'S' Itinpi her she heard Wybirs
tt erred. !lie was afraid that,some- his voice that pint Martha's jumpy hots, gr Lint wityfily as he 'elite.:
WHY 1DO YOU ALWAYS
where slonc this dark arid lonely nerves on edge.
tit Owl
the las st-c st
\s
'
trail she would find Slade Consi"He said something about go- ; To,-,Sc is
:loin in the Ioa.
INSiST ON
I LIKE THE
dine—air she had found Jim Ned ing up to the Valle Medea." she she ri
e,3 Om Ned bad bat
HERE?
PRACTICING
Wheeler earlier in the afternoon said mildly. "I'd like to look that her. t'oild *Slade Considine its•
OF AN
FEEL
-dead, It had been man} hours far at least before 1 turn back." sib*, be in tI re, Inil$dir that wan
UMPIRE
since she left him, hours in which
"No sense in doing that, ot fire? Oval th .re. • little way
V
Wynn's vines took on • sharp, to the ripe the fire seerre'.. t
anything mipt have happened.
HIND ME
She was wondering how late it raspy tone. "I been up there all be thinner. Pron.ibly she
wes when from down the canyon day."
e
get through now Hot should si'
behind her she thought she heard
Martha was momentarily check- Or would it be risking her_ble on
a horse nicker. She felt rather mated. He had eased his horse a fool's errand? There -was only
than saw her own horse throw up up alongside and si:ghttflifrelei the minute to make up het num:
his head to answer. She pulled of her, turned halfway across the Wynn was not far behind.
him to a standstill and listened. trail. She could never squeeze
Then suddenly her ey•.s ean.itth•
For a moment there was only past him if he had wanted to stop! the faint, dull gleafn of firelight
•
silence and the distant hooting of her.
on metal, almost at her hortiwa
an owl. Then from below she
"I suppose you're right," she! feet, It looked like empty stiella
—CY
heard the unmistakable sound of said slowly, then deliberately let - dotens of them
fresh and
ta horses hoofs striking the rocky a little quaver come into her • bright and newly fired.
• 6,i.e. rm... 1,4*.o.
BZI-s-/-1•41/L L
Aue "t
gel fe'ti
res
trail fast, as if It were coming at voice. "But I've been so darned! She slipped from the saddle and
Worried and scared, Wynn. And ran through the aspens toward
s lope.
Because he was so completely cold! You don't suppose he'd Just
ABBlE an' SLATS.
the, Jaredek In the _Ode. Hails :43
by Ernie Bushisiiller
In her thodOrils, in that first mo- go off and forget Shout" me, die there her boot tire caught on some.
ment of exquisite relief, it never your
--AHD
thing small and soft. She stumbled THE
ENTIREI
CALM
SIXTYYOURSELF, II
"
.*
occurred to Martha that the rider
She gut the results she Nadi and nearly fell on her face caught
CHIEF, I MERELY CHANGED
AND-OVER FEMALE
might b# anyone other than Slade been hoping for. The helpless, herself betcre she went clear
yir JOST CAUSE, GPOOLSBY, I MADE A
POPULATION OF THIS
THE NAME OF THAT
Considine. She forgot that he had feminine appeal In her voice re- down. Then she saw that what
Rtil TEN BUY OF THAT(UGH)COO-COO WOO
TOWN DESCEHOE0
LOATHSOME
• been afoot when she left him, and vived In Wynn • never quite ,
had tripped her was a man a net
°I PERFUME IS NO REASON FOR YOU 'TO
ODOR -014 11-1I6 STORE LIKE
that Jim Ned's riderless dun had abandoned hope., He turned his --a flancrevened black son-IL:cm
CLEAR THE SHELF AND DUMP IT BEES AFTER,
already frond his way home be- horse's head to let her move up like the one Slade had been wearHONEYSUCKLE;
fore the left the ranch.
beside rum again,
ing.
"Slade?" she called.
..YOU pf,Or kld!.. he said trreler•
Behind her she hefted Wynn 'afl
Abruptly the sound of the Iy. "I don't wonder you were ner•
het name frantically. A hi lit
horse's steps stopped, then came vous! I think you're • mighty
Huwhistled over her shoulder
on again more slowly.
betee little girl to Wet 81 long as horse was cra shine -this igh—t-We
"Who Is that?" Wynn Thoma- you did."
horse
his
her,
hut
aspens after
son's voce called sharply.
Martha waited for the exact was spooky snout heading • to- •
All of the Atlas feet came rush- moment when he leaned from his
ward the nre and he wasn't making hack. She waited until Wynn saddle to lay his hand over hers,
ing very good time.
calmly:
then
she
said
was
closer,
right
spur
dug
her
then
she
III
From somewhere she mustered •
"It's Martha."
sharply Into her horse. He hinged
"Martha' For gosh sakes, what forward, and Wynn aas ft,0 taken an added burst Id speed. Fleet
are you doing here?" There was by surprise to have time to stop and light-footed as a deer she ran.
Behind her she heard more RhOtS,
panic is his strangely hoarse her.
come
voice.
-Wynn!" Within a dozen yards .ait now they seemed to
Martha's heart was hammering the girl yanked her horse up froin two drreetions. She risked
LIL' ABNER
•
Capp
hard In tier throat, but she ans- again, her eyes sighting for the. ene.quick, frightened glance back
wered calmly enough, "I'm look- first time a reddish glow against over her shoulder, and in the
HOWID1/,
ing for Slade."
the rock-rimmed sky up ahead. glare of the fire saw Wynn and
Tony ,Miller come together like
"Slade?"
BLACK
"That looks like a fire!"
1-4-1-40wCP1,
kAlts1"1"
WHUT'S
slipped
She
hulls.
By now Martha had collected
"Tonyll burning the old grass." two maddened
RUFE!!
LI'L
10'
FUNN`4?
>
over
her
it
!racket,
yowled
her
her wits and had her story ready. Ills voice .ouu ded strained and off
ABNER!!
LAFFIN'?
4111 "Yes. Jim Ned was accidentally urgent "I thot,,ght maybe I could head and pliing,,c1 straight across
killed this afternoon, lie was kill the larkpuW that ware I was the burning grass. She heard
her
calling
voice
hoarse
Wynn's
thrown from his horse and drag- just riding tip o help him watch
ged to death. Slade and I found it. You had ttter go on home, name again—frantically, despairhim. He put the body on his Martha..The 'alle's no place for ingly.
The flames and sreoee licked
horse, then sent me over the hill a girl this time of night"
to wait where it was warm and
But Martha had not heard the hungrily at her elothing. The tersunny, while he came back to see last of what he said. She had put rible heat was like nothing she
If he Could find Jim Ned's horse. spurs to her horse. She leaned could ever have imagined. Then
I waited all afternoon and when low In the saddle, won tering if for en instant man's ancient panic
he didn't come back I got worried Wynn might even shoot to try to at fire claimed her. It seenied
and decider, I had better start to stop her, and again the sickening thee she couldn't ever break
• look for him."
dreadful fear that Slade Consi- through to the other side.
'dosh, that's sure ten bed! But dine might be dead swept over
While Martha IR lashed hy
you don't need to worry about her,.
Stride! There Isn't any way that
At the gar she pulled up her the terrible tongue of fire, it
a man afoot could entity hurt him- horse, staring at the line of fire min Is being killed. The story
self had in the woode. Yee Letter slowly licking Its way across the continues tiouorrow.
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T.V.A. News Letter
1;1

fe^

TVA sold 4.7 bilhon kilowatt
hears of elect!':icy in the fiscal
year ending ,une 30. approxirneeely the same amours, as last
year, the Tennessee Valley Authority swid tcdsiy. ,Well over
hag of the power it sold-29.4
billion lowh, or - 52 percent went to the area's Federal defense inetalletions. primarily the
Atomic Energy Ckennession.
The remainder of 272 trillion
it-wer soki was for use in the
regr-on's
IV&
homes,
million
farms, businesses and indus nes.
These sales were 244 bilhon
ket. or 10 pereten, greater than
lies!.6 year by 2.6 billion kwh„ or
nearly 9 percent, because of reduced requirements of the AEC's
plants at Oak Ridge and PaThe total power required to
meat the demands on the TVA
systems was 64.2 billion kwh
aiparing the basal year. In addition to the ales of 56.7 billion
keit two bellion were delivered
to die Aluminum Company cif
Aril/trice in return for electriety
generated
compans's
the
at
pleats, 1.7 biThion kut were del:veined to neugibering private
ist.Zy systems, and the remainder. of 18 blt
f ion kaki was
abarbed .n
transmitting the
;oar from t h e generating
Oasts to the kads.
Vile TVA system requireinents
w..lit supplied by the generation
a....gle2__kralcia..loub_ .
plats. 41.5 billion levet- in the
steam pkims, and 1.4 billion kwh
receved from other systems.
Hyde.) generation was greiter
that for any previous 12 consecti-ve months in TVA's hi4tont The record hydro generation . was due to the • unusually
tameable rainfall dunng the
year in !erne of both the amount
of IIn arid the manrier in wt....eh
It -Vas ddritneed through.sit
the year
•
Eiervingt..,n. Term., in the extreme western part of the state.
w.11 be the 100th munkipeity
to itkunbute TVA power emelt
service starts some erne in SepTVA
reported today.
There are 51 cooperative distributors.
A referendum on whether to
coneinue to sestmly its municipal
system w th power from its Own
gem:rating plant. or to buy
ligliectricty at wholeple 1 r o m
'VA. was held in e&vington on
Dither la of last year The
vote Wac 547 to ler in favor of
TVA power. The esty's Etird of
Mayor and Aldermen ratified
Was acted on Mardi 5. 195E,
and subsequently a contract 'between the city end TVA was
negotat eel
municipal sTiem has appreaernelay 2.086 mats...mem, cf
whom 1.600 are residential

it

•

-n,

Lenzzleled v.ees to TVA clams
and steam plants in July were
1.4108.4019, duwr, approxurustely
272.600 over the eame mouth
lest year TVA said tieby Kentucky Darn led the 12st as a
waist attradtion for the Oirst
:lane *is year.wilt -so ainiairatill
MAO
:
: Pomona bain was seeind with 266.000; P.elevincie Dam
was third wtIti 205.9001 and
Chickaircup Darn was fourth
with 181.300.
Fteinfar. was heavy in 1 h e
Tennessee Valley in July. TVA
said tAay The average through
out the been wes 6.74 inches,
compared wit* a 65-yeor average fr the month 4 4.93 inches
Tie fall was slightly heavier in
the area wed of. Chattanooga
than met
t thae cety, 6:96
indhes ccered
T.33
Inches.
Highest recordings were Wheeler Dam 1328 inches. Decatur,
Ala., UBE inches; and Hiwassee
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England...
(Continued from Front Page

the laddle East.
Lloyd, despite earlier supper.
expressed by his prime atanister.
Harold Macmillan, said
doubted the value 'or surnrall
talks for whicti Russia plugged
all year, only to back ekiwn
',Men the United Stages
Britain proposed a heads
government nieeting in the
N. Security Council.
-I have always been doubabourt the wisdom
the gl
powers trying to preer. ribe r
eckes for the pis:totems of sn
countries in particular areas.'
said. -There was aim the d
whether suds negotiations w
be used by the Soviet Union
incrsese tension rather than
niintsh it."
Criticises Gromyko
Lloyd latnbaued
Yet
ign M.nider Andrei Grom)e,
for ide epee*
Wednesday in
rich he den:towed the Misled
States and the United K:ngd...re.
the Middi
Oar,
On the other hand. Ll,tiv
said. -President Estnhower's address was an admirable intre,citation.
-One delegate said to me afterwards. 'Well, you know, t•-•
_three. minuiteA _Mr- G.
inyko's apeeoh were not so bed
The oher 31 m:nuces were cereivriels-fee--Or-ferrel*e÷""•
I.L.yd's backing of Esenhower's peace-plan came after Arabs and Coffin:subs tettt...
watt( conceded :hat the Pi
dent had outlined a corotrte-program to end the threa:
war

a

PURE FRESH

PURE PORK

cool lecas in Summer
('
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8.P.

First

SAUSAGE Ground Beef.
49
291

u
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OUR

GROUND FRESH

OWN

SEVERAL TIMES

MAKE

DAILY!

PICNIC HAMS

NO CHARGE
FOR SLICING

FRYERS

39c

Catsup

1-lb layor

Min
The
Zoning Corn
en meeting !
ing on the
as nee.

69

C ak
IV!

SUNSHINE

Crackers
23

14-oz. bottle

1-lb

19c

box

BAG WELL

GRAPE
_ JELLY

BREAST-O-CHICKEN
•

Puffin

25

hunk

Ugh
35
°

can

DIX1ANA

FROZEN

farnip Greens
Potato Chips 10-0. 150 •
hole Okra
59
210
Hipolite
Spaghetti •
250

BISCUITS
27c
3

Page

Ministe Harold Macmillan
The Eisenhower plan .3!praise 'rc 1 French
sources as an honest att,
to solve :he problems of
Middle East There was no
mediate official reaction.
Informed sources said. however. Eisenhower's call for raising
of living standards as a means
at ensuring political stability had
been well received in government
circles. They
to the fact
&seat:voltell' had
red Amerpa's support for a Middle Eastern
regional develpenent organization--something France has •!-,4
favored.
Newspapers thro ghout Europe
almost without qualification, editorially praised Eisenhower Hi.*
scene expressed doubt the pla r
could be changed from evoro4
into deeds

CANS

7-oz

Karo

Jumbo Creme

Large I' 2-1b. Pkg.

Trebecce F.zerIne College
Nashville where tie is studying
for the ministry
'The materrialtrandparmts
Gerald Keith ere Mr- and Mrs
Carney Pierce of Farmington.
Dern 11.79 inches. Lowest reedits. were Cherokee Dam 36i
Indies; Norris Dam 409 nc-P
and N,..l.ctsuctcy Dam 4.21 I n.
Runoff measured 1 39 r.
st Chattanooga, compared wit,the long-range average of 1.3',
Inches. For
the
first
SeVf'
,
. nths of the year it is 17.33
inches. slightly below the me.of • 176'7 metes. M Kentuele•
Darn rt measured 1 29 inchee
July. cornPared with a met:.
of 1.10 inches. For seven mown
it has been 16.15 inches, undothe long-range average of 17 64
Indies.

1-113. Tin

49c

75c

PARAMOUNT KOSHER

Starch
pkgs.2• 15f
CLOROX BLEACH
quart 1W /
1
2-gal.35
Linit
Borax •
2 for 37
1 1 2-1b.

25°

Laundry Starch

1-1b.

RED

White
or Red

LETTUCE

•

Palmolive

A-D

Large Batb. Size

DETERGENT

4 bars 44
Vel Soap
2 bars 3W

Head

10c
Bush's Best Fresh Cream

PEAS

2

15-oz. cans

29c

Bernadine
JAR CAPS
JAR LIDS
doz. 35e
doz. 15e

TWO WEEKS TIME NIA13 all WOUNDS - Mrs. Emma C.
Bailey. 49. wealthy Salisbury, Md, widow, pones In Onrinnatl. 0., with her new husband, Thomas Cecil Priddy. 42,
on their wedding day, two weeks after she turned him over
So the FBI no "confidence man" charges. She said the accusation that he took $50,000 from her to "play the pony?'
yes Just a lover's quarrel_ Seems Um* healed all wounds.

HEART

DOG FOOD - --2cans 33i

Reg, Size

10-1b. Bag

box 25°

LARGE SIZE FRESH

DILL PICKLES
21 GAL JAR 49c
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20 MULE TEAM

Large 6-oz. Jar

98c

box 11.
°

WAFFLE SYRUP

COOKIES

Mr. And Mrs. • • •
(Continued from Front Page

RED CROSS

Marshmallow Cream

FLAVOR-KIST
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FIELD'S CHESTNUT SLICED

EtAcoN

L0C

C
lb

lb

SMOKED
SHORT SHANK

Del Monte

West.

•

Large
10-1b. box

'
189

Fab Soap

•

Reg, Size Box

29
Re;': Size

Ajax
2 for 31

Super Suds •
290

McCORM1CK SPICE
Pickling Spice
17e -

4-oz. Black Pepper
350
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